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Abstract
With a dramatic advancement of digital technologies, the South Korean Ministry of Education
has embarked on a nationwide digital education initiative to expand technology-equipped
classrooms by 2023. While most public schools are far from achieving this goal, a substantial
gap between early- and late-funded schools has emerged, creating a digital divide among
schools, teachers, and students. Yet, some teachers are actively seeking to overcome challenges.
Investigating how individual teachers in different environments implement educational
technology would shed light on what factors afford or hinder their engagement with technology.
Focusing on three in-service junior high school teachers of English as a foreign language
(EFL) who participated in a collaborative professional development (PD) program in Seoul, this
qualitative multiple case study investigates how language teacher agency (LTA) and classroom
practices are interrelated with ecological conditions and explores the role of a collaborative
inquiry community in fostering their LTA. Drawing on an ecological understanding, this study
focuses on the iterational (past), practical-evaluative (present), and projective (future)
dimensions of LTA within overlapping layers of educational contexts (micro, meso, and
macro). The participants engaged in PD in a collaborative inquiry community, in which they
explored the use of technologies for facilitating students’ learning, conducted collaborative
action research, and implemented reflective teaching practices. Data encompassed semistructured individual and group interviews as well as an analysis of a lesson plan, an action
research paper, and presentation materials.
The findings of three participants situated in different ecological conditions suggest that
macro-level national policies were mediated through meso-level school resources and sociocultural contexts, ultimately affecting EFL teachers’ LTA and micro-level classroom practices.
iii

Furthermore, the collaborative inquiry community offered a space for collaborative reflection,
critical analysis of technologies, and transformative actions, which in turn promoted their LTA.
These findings indicate that language teachers as agentic professionals can make deliberate
choices based on their own understanding of teaching contexts and pedagogical needs although
equal educational opportunities must be provided by reducing the digital divide among schools.
This study further invites K–12 language teachers, teacher PD program coordinators, or
policymakers to incorporate teachers’ voices and experience into technology-related policies.
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Lay Summary

As the South Korean government is initiating a digital education policy, language teachers are
confronted with a growing digital divide among schools. Therefore, this multiple case study
aimed to explore (1) how three Korean in-service teachers of English as a Foreign Language
(EFL) take action in adopting digital technologies in relation to their educational environments
and (2) how their collaborative inquiry interacts with their sense of agency. Through group and
individual interviews and an analysis of teacher-created documents, this study found that
language teachers as agentic professionals can make deliberate choices based on their own
understanding of teaching contexts and pedagogical needs, although equal educational
opportunities must be provided by reducing the digital divide among schools. Furthermore, the
collaborative inquiry community offered a space for collaborative reflection, critical analysis of
technologies, and transformative action. The findings also suggest that successful digital
education initiatives should incorporate teachers’ voices and experiences.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Background
In this digital era, educational technology—“a tool for mediating learning practices and

facilitating new forms of production”—has altered the way language education takes place in
classrooms (Garcia et al., 2018, p. 405). Given this rapid societal change, the Korean Ministry of
Education (KMOE, 2018) embarked on a nationwide digital education initiative with the aim to
improve digital learning environments by developing and distributing digital textbooks to
primary and secondary students and expanding technology-equipped and wireless connected
classrooms by 2023.
However, most public schools are far from achieving these goals. The KMOE (2018)
states that in public junior high schools, the number of students per computer is 6.5, which
implies that students have limited access to digital devices during school. Furthermore, while
some well-funded or pilot schools have abundant digital equipment and resources, such as
mobile tablets or personal computers (PCs) for individual students, many secondary schools
depend on a shared computer lab and/or Bring Your Own Device (BYOD). There are also
regional gaps in digital environments. For example, while public junior high schools located in
the city of Sejong provide 0.9 computers per student, the number of students per computer is
13.2 in schools in the province of Gyeonggi (KMOE, 2018). These differences create digital
divides at many different levels—among regions, schools, teachers, and students.
In the Korean school system, free and compulsory education comprises six years in
elementary school and three years in junior-high (or middle) school and is highly guided by a
national curriculum and educational policies. English as a Foreign Language (EFL) is one of the
mandatory subjects from the third grade in elementary school and all years in junior-high school.
1

As EFL is one of the subjects for which the government has developed and distributed
digital textbooks for secondary schools, in-service EFL teachers often face high demand for
using digital sources in their foreign language classroom contexts. Under such circumstances,
language teachers express ambivalent attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions toward the use of digital
technologies for their classes, and they take different actions to respond to the change (Kim,
2015; Lee, 2016). According to Kim (2015), some EFL teachers found it difficult to adopt digital
technologies because of digitally limited environments, or they expressed anxiety resulting from
their lack of pedagogical and technological confidence, but they also expected to make
pedagogical changes. In another study on Korean EFL teachers’ attitudes, Lee (2016) found that
although participants positively perceived the use of technology, environmental factors such as
an unstable Internet connection or an insufficient number of devices for each student restricted
their implementation of technology in their classrooms. Such responses from teachers show that
teachers’ practices are closely related to the available resources on hand. The discrepancy
between the perception and practices of Korean EFL teachers in Kim’s (2015) and in Lee’s
(2016) studies implies that their teaching practices with technologies interact with their
environmental contexts as well as individual competency to use technology.
Nevertheless, technology integration of teachers has been largely examined only through
teacher-focused constructs such as technological knowledge, intention, or perceptions (Joo et al.,
2015; Shapka & Ferrari, 2003; Yuen & Ma, 2008), omitting the question of how those constructs
are shaped in relation to their environmental factors, including students, colleagues, national
policies and curriculum, and available resources at schools. Furthermore, such emphasis on
individual teachers’ responsibilities for successful technology integration puts teachers in the
“discourse of deficiency” (Perrotta, 2013, p. 314), which portrays some schoolteachers as
2

deficient in individual competencies and without a prerequisite mindset to appreciate the
educational potential of information and communications technologies (ICTs). Under the
discourse of deficiency, teacher professional development (PD) programs have focused on “what
knowledge and skills teacher training in CALL [computer-assisted language learning] should
offer” (Son, 2018, p. 8); however, these trained skills were either not transferred to actual
teaching practice when their teaching environments or barriers were not addressed during the
program (Ebsworth et al., 2010; Son, 2014).
In light of recognizing teachers’ contributions to the education process as well as their
challenges, it is crucial to move beyond the “discourse of deficiency” and to understand
how, why, and under what circumstances language teachers choose and make an effort to bring
technologies to their classroom practices. As new technologies do not have intrinsic values or
pedagogical implications (Thumlert et al., 2015), teachers need to make appropriate pedagogical
choices and design meaningful learning tasks based on perceived technological affordances and
in interaction with social structures and cultures (Hockly, 2016; Liu & Chao, 2018). However,
scant attention has been paid to how, why, and under what circumstances language teachers
exercise their agency in bringing technology into the language classroom (Berger & Wolling,
2019; Hennessy et al., 2005), particularly in relation to their physical environments, sociocultural discourses, or other stakeholders such as learners or administrators.
In this regard, language teacher agency (LTA) provides a useful framework for
understanding how teachers adapt to changing pedagogical environments, contribute to or resist
initiatives, or change their teaching practices in the face of digital technology in the foreign
language classroom context. Teacher agency as exemplified by their actions is not an inherent
quality one can possess, nor is it dependent on an actor’s capacity (Biesta & Tedder, 2007).
3

Rather, teachers’ professional agency is constructed and promoted when teachers are situated in
“environments that promote active participation and belonging” (Toom et al., 2015, p. 616). In a
context of the growing digital divide and educational transformation, the concept of LTA offers
insights into what enables and constrains teachers’ intentional acts and how language teachers
take purposeful action by means of their environment. Therefore, situating my study within an
ecological approach, I aim to empirically investigate how language teachers make choices and
take actions in adopting digital technologies in relation to “particular ecological conditions and
circumstances” (Biesta et al., 2015, p. 622).
1.2

The Purpose of the Study and Research Questions
Considering that the above-mentioned government-led digital initiative is underway, a

substantial gap between early-funded schools and late-funded ones has emerged, creating a
digital divide among schools, teachers, and students. In this context, to cultivate equitable digital
education systems and understand how language teachers engage with the integration of
technology into their classrooms, this qualitative case study focuses on South Korean contexts
which are in the process of adopting technologies into public K–12 education. The focus of this
study is twofold: (1) to investigate how EFL teachers’ agency is interrelated with their
environmental conditions and (2) to explore the role of PD activities in fostering LTA. To
achieve these objectives, I recruited three Korean in-service EFL teachers who participated in the
year-long PD program which implemented a collaborative inquiry model. In the collaborative
inquiry community, the participants enquired into the topic of the use of “technologies to
facilitate learning” and were involved in reflective practices and collaborative action research.
Examining the three cases of these teachers enables this study to investigate the phenomenon of
how EFL teachers exercise their agency in relation to diverse environmental contexts and how
4

EFL teachers collaboratively shape their agency. The present study addressed the following
research questions:
1. What ecological factors within their past experiences, present circumstances, and future
aspirations interact with Korean EFL teachers’ agency in their use of digital technologies?
2. How do teachers use digital technologies, and how do the ecological factors of Korean
EFL teachers influence their classroom practices?
3. How do Korean EFL teachers shape and exercise their agency through collaborative
inquiry?

1.3

Organization of the Thesis
The thesis consists of six chapters. In Chapter 2, I introduce the theoretical framework

that guides this study: the ecological approach to teacher agency (Priestley et al., 2016). I also
provide a review of literature on the use of digital technologies in language education and
collaborative inquiry. Chapter 3 addresses the research methods used in this study. Chapter 4
presents the major findings related to the interplay between the ecological factors and LTA,
focusing on individual cases. Chapter 5 discusses the collectively mediated LTA through
collaborative inquiry community. In Chapter 6, I conclude this study by providing an overview
of the study and discussing the major implications for pedagogy and future research.

5

Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1

Introduction
This study draws on ecological perspectives to investigate language teacher agency (LTA)

and its interconnection with Korean EFL teachers’ use of technology and their participation in a
collaborative inquiry community. This chapter provides the contextualization of this study by
exploring the theoretical concepts guiding the study. I also review relevant literature that
accounts for technology use in language classrooms and the collaborative inquiry-oriented PD of
teachers.
2.2
2.2.1

Language Teacher Agency: A Theoretical Framework
Overview of Agency
Agency, which generally refers to “a power to originate actions for given purposes”

(Bandura, 2001, p. 3), has been extensively discussed within multiple disciplines. Previous
literature has discussed how research on agency is rooted in interdisciplinary foundations such as
sociology, anthropology, and psychology with different theoretical understandings (Ahearn,
2001), including socio-cultural theory (Vygotsky, 1978), pragmatics (Emirbayer & Mische,
1998), socio-cognitive perspectives (Bandura, 2001), post-structuralism (Britzman, 2003;
Weedon, 1997), dialogism (Bakhtin, 1993), action theory (Davidson, 1980), and actor-network
theory (Latour, 2005). Although the notion of agency remains contested and hard to define, these
different approaches attempt to explain how a person (agent or actor) goes about “doing things in
the world” and the intentional process of making things by one’s actions (Miller et al., 2018, p.
1).
However, some approaches, which generally suggest agency as individually possessed
human capacity or personal attributes, have only explained to a limited extent why an individual
6

can exercise agency on some occasions but cannot on other occasions. Ahearn (2001)
emphasizes that agency should not be synonymous with free will or resistance, which is drawn
from Western individualism; accordingly, Ahearn instead conceptualizes agency as “the
socioculturally mediated capacity to act” (Ahearn, 2001, p. 130). In recognition of the limitations
of defining agency as individual attributes, activity theory and situated learning theory suggest
that agency is “never a property of a particular individual; rather, it is a relationship that is
constantly co-constructed and re-negotiated with those around the individual and with the society
at large” (Lantolf & Pavlenko, 2001, p. 148). Lantolf and Thorne (2006) further elaborate that
agency is a “culturally (in)formed attribute whose development is shaped by participation in
specific communities of practice” (p. 239). Bandura (2001) also proposes that individuals are
“producers and products of social systems” (p. 1) by adding the influences of structural factors to
explain their actions as well as the influence of human actions on social systems. Agency
theorists across the disciplines recognize the following constructs: consciousness, reflexivity, the
social nature of agency, and relationality, distinguished from psychological concepts such as
self-efficacy, motivation, or autonomy. (Ahearn, 2001; Vitanova, 2018).
The above-mentioned theories on agency, however, are not sufficient to explain what
constitutes the contexts that individuals interact with or how the contextual factors enable or
disable individuals to exercise their agency. Without understanding the specific structural factors
that interact with agency, it is challenging for the researcher to answer the question of what
shapes agency and how it is exercised. In order to address this gap, the present study will
embrace an ecological perspective to guide the conceptualization of LTA, which will be
elaborated in the next section.

7

2.2.2

Ecological Approach to LTA
The conceptualization of teacher agency from an ecological perspective is largely drawn

from Emirbayer and Mische’s (1998) three-dimensional and temporal-relational perspective,
which defines agency as a “temporally embedded process of social engagement, informed by the
past (iterational), oriented toward the future (projective) and ‘acted out’ in the present (practicalevaluative)” (p. 963). Furthermore, the ecological understanding of agency involves
“intentionality, the capacity to formulate possibilities for action, active consideration of such
possibilities and the exercise of choice” (Priestley et al., 2016, p. 23)
While the ecological perspective emphasizes the interplay between individual capacity to
act and surrounding contexts to shape agency, what makes the ecological approach distinctive
from socio-cultural theories is that time is viewed as playing a significant role, because contexts
are understood as continually shifting. Another contribution of an ecological framework is a
paradigm shift of agency theories. In addition to the repeatedly probed question “What is
agency,” it inquires “how is agency possible” and “how is agency achieved” (Priestley et al.,
2012, p. 196).
From the ecological view, teacher agency is not a capacity which individual teachers
have or possess but rather is viewed as an emergent phenomenon, that is temporally and
situationally “achieved (or not) by individuals, through the interplay of personal capacities and
the resources, affordances and constraints of the environment by means of which individuals act”
(Priestley et al., 2016, p. 19). This conceptualization is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Therefore, to understand teacher agency, it is essential to look at “the cultures, structures,
and relationships that shape the particular ‘ecologies’ within which teachers work” (Priestley et
al., 2016, p. 3). Drawing on the framework of the ecological approach on teacher agency, this
8

study defines LTA as a language teacher’s “[making] choices and [acting] accordingly in his or
her local context” and shaped by the past, present, and future of a language teacher’s lived
experiences (Kayi-Aydar, 2019, p. 15).

Figure 2.1 The key dimensions of teacher agency (© 2016 Mark Priestley, by permission)
To elaborate what constitute the ecologies, I will delineate the key dimensions of LTA.
The temporal aspect of ecologies encompasses iterational (past), practical-evaluative (present),
and projective (future) dimension. First, the iterational dimension illustrates how personal and
professional past trajectories shape language teachers’ beliefs and influence their current actions.
The projective dimension of LTA concerns teachers’ aspirations for their work or envisioning of
the future education or society, both long term and short term. The practical-evaluative
dimension (present) highlights teachers’ everyday working environments where teacher agency
can be both promoted or restrained by cultural, structural, and material resources available in a
situation.
Priestley et al. (2016) attempt to define the notion of the practical-evaluative dimension
of the ecology by dividing it into three categories: 1) cultural aspects as a way of thinking and
9

communication and as inner or shared values and beliefs, 2) structural aspects as social
relationships, and 3) material aspects as physical environments (both resources and constraints).
The framework outlines what constitutes the ecological conditions in teachers’ everyday working
environments; however, the framework insufficiently addresses the intertwined nature of cultural
and structural aspects, given that social structures are where people construct cultural norms,
values, and languages. In addition, the framework does not acknowledge the overlapping layers
in each aspect.
To address this limitation, Kayi-Aydar (2019) provides an additional account for context
according to three layers—micro, meso, and macro—comparably to the transdisciplinary
framework of second language learning and acquisition (Douglas Fir Group, 2016). At the
micro-level, agency is understood and enacted in the classroom contexts, for example, teachers’
decision-making regarding pedagogical practices and classroom interactions. These micro
contexts interact with teacher experience, personal beliefs, relationships with students, and other
social dimensions. At the meso-level, school environments, including school culture and
policies, school resources, relationships with colleagues, and power dynamics are considered to
interrelate with LTA. At the macro-level, broader social structures, such as educational policies,
socio-political discourses, and language ideologies, are taken into consideration. Explaining
multiple levels of contexts surrounding language teachers helps us understand the complexity of
factors that interact with LTA. Therefore, following the description of contexts offered by both
Priestley et al. (2015) and Kayi-Aydar (2019), this study regards what constitutes the contexts of
LTA as both material/physical resources and societal/cultural values, rules, discourses, and
ideologies situated within overlapping (i.e., micro, meso, macro) layers.

10

Despite the emphasis on the surrounding environment, the ecological perspective does
not view environments as determining factors of one’s actions, but instead views actors as
“always act[ing] by means of their environment” (Biesta & Tedder, 2007, p. 137). Individuals
can construct their relationships with society and “contribute to an ongoing emergent process of
societal reproduction as well as transformation” (Kasun et al., 2019, p. 47). In this sense,
teachers are considered to be consciously aware of the multiple dimensions and perspectives
influencing their work and actively leveraging them to enact their agency rather than passively
transmitting knowledge (Molina, 2018). To sum up, the achievement of LTA results from the
interplay of individual efforts and contextual affordances and constraints, and constantly evolves
as they assemble and create opportunities and possibilities. Situating my study within an
ecological approach, I investigate how language teachers make choices and take actions in
adopting digital technologies in relation to “particular ecological conditions and circumstances”
(Biesta et al., 2015, p. 622).
2.2.3

LTA in Language Education
With growing interest in teachers’ roles and active participation in the education process,

such as curriculum and policy development or enactment (Priestley et al., 2015) or teachers’
continuous PD as lifelong learners (Biesta & Tedder, 2007), the conceptualization of agency
within education research has gained significance (Li & De Costa, 2019; Long et al., 2017).
Attention to LTA has grown and developed not only in research on teacher PD,
curriculum, and education reform but also in second language research. In language education
and applied linguistics, the concept of agency has gained attention through studies that seek to
account for what enables people to play a part in their agentic learning of language. For instance,
Gao (2013) conceptualizes learner agency as a prerequisite to learners’ efforts to be responsible
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for the learning processes. Learner agency, which “enables people to imagine, take up, and
perform new roles or identities, or to take concrete actions in pursuit of their goals” (Duff,
2012b, p. 417), is also understood as sources or outcomes of language learners’ identity. Deters
et al. (2015), who outline a comprehensive overview of research on language learner agency,
explain that emerging and diversified interests in language learner agency demonstrate a broader
shift in how we understand learners. Learner agency extends the characteristics of successful and
active learners, previously described as individuals who possess intrinsic motivation and
autonomy (Ushioda, 2003), into “complex individuals whose language use, meaning-making,
and actions are mediated by their social and cultural worlds” (Deters et al., 2015, p. 5). In
addition, learner agency research highlights “people’s ability to make choices, take control, selfregulate, and thereby pursue their goals as individuals leading, potentially, to personal or social
transformation” (Duff, 2012b, p. 417), portraying learners as potential agents of change. Along
with attempts to understand language learner agency, attention to the importance of LTA has
emerged. The growing interest in LTA has gained momentum, given that enactments of LTA
foster students’ language learning (Li & De Costa, 2019); thus, understanding LTA is necessary
for understanding the dynamics of language classrooms and discourses of language education
(Miller et al., 2018).
2.2.4

Summary
Situated within an ecological approach, this study explores multiple layers and

dimensions of LTA in regard to language teachers’ implementation of digital technologies. The
ecological perspective offers a useful framework to understand not only LTA but also language
teachers’ pedagogical use of technology. Language teachers’ integration of technology is closely
related to schools’ physical environments and available resources as well as social structures
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such as school culture. Furthermore, according to Thumlert et al. (2015), understanding
technology for educational purposes requires the description of entire ecologies as well as
recognition of technological innovations. Thumlert et al. (2015) suggest that new technologies do
not have intrinsic values or pedagogical implications, but rather they become meaningful within
surrounding ecologies, including socio-technical discourses, material contexts, socially mediated
desires, and beliefs, and most importantly, actors’ engagement and performances.
On this account, the ecological perspective can provide a guiding framework to
understand what constitutes the ecologies of Korean in-service EFL teachers participating in this
study and how the ecologies interrelate with their agency in their pedagogical use of digital
technologies. In the following section, I will introduce literature that examines how digital
technologies are being used in language education and how language teachers perceive and
implement technologies for language teaching.
2.3
2.3.1

Language Teachers and Technology-Enhanced Language Learning
Technology-Enhanced Language Learning
Using computers or analog forms of technology as an aid for language teachers is not

new. Over the last few decades, as digital technologies that enable the storage of massive
amounts of information and media have advanced rapidly, there have been discussions about
how they would change the landscape of language education. Thorne and May (2017) remarked
how information and communication technologies (ICTs) have immensely influenced various
aspects of our language processing, communication, research, social practices, and language
education, which “provoke questions as to how language educators and researchers should orient
themselves to the perennially changing contexts and conditions of linguistically mediated life
activity” (p. 4).
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Due to the rise of new technologies, one of the pedagogical approaches to language
education, Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL), has been reconceptualized as
Technology-Enhanced Language Learning (TELL). Compared to CALL, TELL recognizes that
technology is not simply an assistive tool but “part of the environment in which language exists
and is used” (Walker & White, 2013, p. 9), as it affords new contexts and tools for
communication. In addition, TELL encompasses a broader range of devices than computers,
including, for instance, mobile phones, games consoles, and tablets, which are normalized in our
everyday life. TELL allows us to employ multiple teaching approaches and create a learning
environment where technologies facilitate student performance (Walker & White, 2013).
Therefore, in this study, technologies refer to ICTs and digital technologies that can be used in
pedagogically meaningful ways and which have been purposely chosen by teachers, deriving
from the contemporary pedagogical movements toward TELL. In the next section, I will closely
look into the affordances of digital technologies in language education and their pedagogical
implications.
2.3.2

Pedagogical Implementation of Digital Technologies in Language Education:

Debate Over “To-Use” Or “Not-To-Use” Digital Technologies
“Technology has made [language teaching] more interesting, and also more frustrating. It
saves time, and it wastes time. It makes the students interested, and it also distracts the student in
negative ways” (van Lier, 2004, p. 186). Van Lier’s statement illustrates language teachers’
paradoxical positionings toward technology use in language classrooms.
According to Chapelle and Sauro (2017), it is often argued that technology integration
into language classrooms is indispensable in that technology has become an integral part of
language learning in the contemporary world; it enables language learners to access materials in
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their second or foreign language, interact with others, and take language tests. Technology in
language classrooms supports many language learning activities “from the most mechanical drill
exercise to fully communicative real-time conversations” (Blake, 2008, p. 15). In addition, not
only in the classroom but language learners’ autonomous learning beyond the classroom is
facilitated and envisioned by digital technologies (Lai, 2017; Zeng, 2018). In addition, it is
argued that developing foreign language skills along with intercultural competence can be
achieved through online communication, especially for students who are not able to travel
(Vinagre, 2016). The proliferation of technology in language classrooms also offers
opportunities for mediating learning practices and facilitating new forms of production in
language classrooms, such as multimodal meaning-making (Garcia et al., 2018) and going
beyond “the textual” into “the visual, the audio, the spatial, and the behavioral” (New London
Group, 1996, p. 64). In recent discussions about moving from the textual to the multimodal, the
importance of technology requires language learning to “go beyond the teaching of traditional
literacies to emphasize digital literacies” (Pegrum, 2016, p. 9).
However, technology is often considered harmful to young people’s thinking and literacy
because it may hinder their development of high-order thinking skills and literacy. It is argued
that rapid access to fragmented information often compromises the ability to think critically and
make logical arguments (Chun et al., 2016). In addition, technology-mediated learning is “at
odds with teacher comfort zones” (Kimber et al., 2002, p. 155), given that discourses
highlighting the need for making transitions from traditional teacher-centered and print-based
learning to student-centered digital learning often position teachers as “techno-reluctant” (p. 155)
and the emerging technologies as a threat to them (Kimber et al., 2002).
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Although there have been debates over the benefits and drawbacks of technology
integration into language learning and teaching, many accept that “technology inevitably affects
language use” (Chun et al., 2016, p. 65). In an increasingly diverse world, language teachers are
expected to find the most efficient and readily accessible technologies to teach another language
(Blake, 2008). The movement towards different modes of language learning requires different
skill sets and new ways of designing and developing language learning tasks in the digital era.
However, some language teachers are hesitant to implement digital technologies as learning
and/or teaching tools because of their perceived lack of technological expertise or anxiety over
technical breakdowns (Hamilton, 2009). Furthermore, as discussed, each classroom or school has
different technological resources and environments, making it harder for teachers to take
collaborative action or make meaningful changes. As technology is culturally grounded and
becomes meaningful when teachers “engage their classes in higher level uses” (Garcia et al.,
2018, p.406), teachers need to make appropriate pedagogical choices and design meaningful
learning tasks based on perceived technological affordances and in interaction with social
structures and cultures (Hockly, 2016; Liu & Chao, 2018). Digital technologies have great
potential to create transformational changes in educational practice (Naidu et al., 2002), and
teachers and learners accept and adopt (or do not accept or adopt) these changes. As such, it is
essential to pay attention to how, why, and under what circumstances language teachers exercise
their agency in bringing technology into the language classroom (Berger & Wolling, 2019;
Hennessy et al., 2005), particularly in relation to their physical and socio-cultural environments
or other stakeholders. In what follows, I will examine studies on language teachers’ perceptions
of using digital technologies in their classrooms and how they are related to their actual
practices.
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2.3.3

Language Teachers’ Perceptions and Practices of Using Digital Technologies
According to Russell et al. (2003), teachers’ beliefs about and perceptions of pedagogical

benefits of technology are considered to be one of “the strongest predictor(s)” (p. 307) of
teachers’ use of technology. Furthermore, teachers’ assumptions and expectations about the
usefulness of technology and students’ expertise and interest in technology are directly
transferred to their teaching and classroom use (Garcia et al., 2020). Therefore, this section
explores how language teachers perceive and implement technology in their teaching, focusing
on Korean EFL school contexts.
Earlier works on Korean secondary school EFL teachers by Park and Son (2009) and
Shin and Son (2007) reported that teachers’ attitudes toward using the Internet and technology
were mostly positive. The Korean EFL teachers who participated in their studies generally
considered technology an effective way of improving the quality of their teaching. However, it
did not lead to the actual use of the Internet and digital devices, due to teachers’ perceived
obstacles such as limited access to computer facilities, insufficient time, limited technological
skills and knowledge, and curricular constraints.
In an investigation of Korean teachers’ perceptions of digital textbook use, Kim (2015)
found four keywords from interview data: insufficient, inconvenient, anxiety, and expectation.
Some teachers found it difficult to adopt digital technologies because of digitally limited
environments, or they expressed anxiety resulting from their lack of pedagogical and
technological confidence. Yet, they also expected to make pedagogical changes.
In another study on Korean EFL teachers’ attitudes, Lee (2016) found that although
participants positively perceived the use of technology and regarded educational technologies as
a necessary tool, environmental factors such as unstable Internet connection or an insufficient
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number of devices for each student restricted the implementation of technology in their
classrooms. Furthermore, the teachers felt uncomfortable with preparation, due to the burden of
adopting innovative teaching methodologies and lack of information about technology-integrated
pedagogies. The research revealed that teachers who received training more actively attempted to
implement technology in their teaching. Such responses show that language teachers
dynamically interact with environmental and societal changes.
A quantitative study conducted by Kim (2017) on 131 Korean K–12 EFL teachers’
preparation and expectations about the latest technology demonstrated that the EFL teachers
expressed moderate interest in the influence of the new technologies on their students and their
work. Although the teachers expected that technology would increase students’ motivation and
engagement, they negatively perceived the usefulness of technology in reducing the academic
gap among students. In preparation for the changes in the educational landscape, teachers
expressed anxiety about their lack of technological and pedagogical knowledge. What teachers
felt most necessary was teacher training programs or administrative support on the use of
technologies. This implies that while these teachers felt the need to improve their expertise in
their use of technology, the support was perceived insufficient.
These studies indicate that Korean EFL teachers generally view technology integration
positively, but their beliefs are not always congruent with their practices. The studies largely
examined internal (teacher-related) factors and external (context-related) factors to investigate
what affects Korean EFL teachers’ use of technology: while teachers’ inner motivations and
societal changes are the driving forces to adopt technology, limited material resources and
supports for their PD are considered the barriers. In this regard, Son (2018) summarized the
necessary supports for language teachers as follows: (1) collaboration opportunities and social
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support for teachers, such as experienced teachers’ mentoring of novice teachers or communities
of practice (Meskill et al., 2006); (2) teachers’ self-directed learning adhering to learning goals
(Robb, 2006); and (3) institutional support or formal coursework (Murray, 2017).
2.3.4

Summary
The current body of literature concludes that pedagogical approaches related to

technology depends on environmental factors such as limited support or resources as well as
teachers’ acceptance of the given technology and how they perceive the technology as a learning
tool. Garcia et al. (2020) also demonstrated that teachers’ beliefs about technology shape what
language teachers count as educational technology and what they value. Such beliefs and
perceptions not only interact with personal experiences but also are socially constructed.
In the discourse around digital technologies, we often pay attention to their affordances in
social, economic, political, and educational aspects; however, technology is transient, and what
is available now might be obsolete tomorrow. If we understand the ways in which language
teachers perceive, practice, and reflect upon their use of technologies, new forms of technology
can be integrated into language education in more principled and conducive ways. This is the
major reason why, in this study, LTA is a central tenet to understand Korean EFL teachers’ use
of digital technologies.
In many studies mentioned in previous sections, insufficient support for teachers’ PD and
collaboration is pointed out as language teachers’ challenges in technology integration. Although
there has been a growing number of studies on PD or teacher training programs focused on the
use of technology (Blake, 2008; Joo et al., 2015; Son, 2018), little is known about how language
teachers take initiatives to collaboratively learn how to use technology in their classrooms or
make a voluntary effort to develop their professional expertise. In order to address such research
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gaps, this study aims to investigate how Korean in-service junior high school EFL teachers
exercise agency in the use of digital technologies by engaging with a collaborative and inquiryoriented PD program. In the following section, I will further elaborate on how a teacher
community of collaborative inquiry mediates teacher agency.
2.4
2.4.1

Collaborative Inquiry Community
Collaborative Inquiry Community as Professional Development of Teachers
In light of the emerging interest in teacher PD regarding successful technology

integration, many countries offer teacher training courses such as CALL teacher education
(Tolsani, 2015). This study focused on the collaborative inquiry community as a way of
promoting teacher PD to examine how collaborative inquiry interacts with LTA. The
participating three Korean in-service EFL teachers worked in different schools, but their
common interests in technology use in language education motivated them to participate in an
extramural teacher community (see Section 3.2.2 for details). In this section, I explore the
existing body of literature on what a collaborative inquiry community is and how it operates as a
method of teacher PD.
The concept of inquiry communities was proposed by Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1990),
whose work considered teacher research as “systematic and intentional inquiry” (p. 3) of
teachers’ own classroom practice. This conceptualization considers classroom teachers as
intentional intellectuals who involve “knowledge-of-practice” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999, p.
250) and constantly construct knowledge, question common assumptions, and critically reflect
upon their own work and others’. Butler and Schnellert (2012) define teachers’ inquiry as
“teachers’ recursive engagement in planning, enacting, monitoring, and revising practices in
order to achieve valued goals for students” (p. 1208). Therefore, when teachers undertake
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inquiry, they undergo iterative cycles of problem-defining, planning, acting, reflection, and
adjusting (Butler & Schnellert, 2012). Van Horn (2006) suggests that when teachers collaborate
on this inquiry process, they are more likely to take risks, apply new ideas and sustain their
explorations; thus, collaborative inquiry can “trigger dynamic, collaborative construction of
knowledge” (So, 2012, p. 188). Therefore, within collaborative inquiry communities, teachers
work together to determine the questions they want to ask, make hypotheses about their
questions, analyze the data, and propose solutions, which can foster meaningful and continuous
changes in classroom practices (Butler & Schnellert, 2012; So, 2012).
In Korea, where teacher training and educational systems are highly centralized and
prescribed by the government, a teacher-initiated collaborative endeavor has been regarded as
increasingly important as a potential alternative to top-down approaches and a way of fostering
teachers’ autonomy in their practices (Kim, 2018). Several researchers have conducted studies on
EFL teachers’ collaborative inquiry in this context. A qualitative study by Bang (2010)
investigated seven EFL teachers working in a Korean private elementary school. The results
demonstrated that the collaborative inquiry group, which covered various pedagogical topics of
each member’s interest, generally had positive effects because it created supportive and
collaborative learning, facilitated critical reflections, had a better understanding of their
practices, and increased self-efficacy. However, as the members worked in the same school,
some participants also expressed concerns about giving critical remarks to colleagues or feeling
obliged to apply the discussion to practices. Such anxiety highlights the importance of having a
safe space that encourages open communication.
In another study by Kim (2020), conducted in a Korean public high school, nine EFL
teachers constructed the inquiry community with their shared interests in promoting students’
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learning through extensive reading of English book. The participation in this community brought
changes in two aspects: participants’ perceptions of their increased teaching competencies and a
sense of community among participants. Both studies conducted in Korean public-school
contexts show that collaborative inquiry communities function as a site for reflective practices,
building relationships, and sharing ideas and resources. While there is a growing body of
literature on how a community of collaborative inquiry works within South Korean contexts, the
studies were mostly conducted on the intramural teacher communities where inquiry and practice
occur at the same school. Also, there are only a few studies on in-service EFL teachers’
collaboration for technology integration in Korean public-school settings. Therefore, this study
will be able to inform how Korean in-service EFL teachers achieve their teaching goals and
pursue their interests and inquiries by collaboratively working with teachers from different
schools in order to achieve and exercise their agency.
2.4.2. Relationship between Collaborative Inquiry Community and LTA
Butler et al. (2015) argue that teachers gain agency when they fully engage in inquiry
processes by having a voice in determining inquiry goals, choosing professional resources,
applying new ideas in their practices to meet the need of learners, and monitoring progress based
on their collective goals. While teachers were taking action, collaboratively or on their own, they
perceived themselves “as capable of achieving valued goals for students’ and/or colleagues’
development” (Butler et al., 2015, p. 22). This implies that teachers’ involvement in
collaborative inquiry communities can facilitate the exercise of teacher agency (Philpott &
Oates, 2017). Both in research on collaborative inquiry community and LTA, teachers are
identified not as “conduits of knowledge” but as “reflective practitioners who think deeply about
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the principles, practices, and process of classroom instruction with a considerable degree of
creativity, artistry, and context sensitivity” (Kumaravadivelu, 2012, p. 9).
Therefore, in line with previous literature, this study seeks to investigate how
collaborative, inquiry-oriented PD interrelates with LTA, particularly their responses to
educational change that demands technology integration into their classrooms. By doing so, this
study will help us understand how exploring educational inquiries with other teachers can
promote teacher PD and agency.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1

A Qualitative Multiple Case Study Approach
The study adopted a qualitative multiple case study design. A case study design is “an

empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the case) in depth and within its
real-life context” (Yin, 2014, p. 16). Yin (2003) further notes that there are five research
conditions that should be considered when designing a case study: (1) “When the inquirer seeks
answers to how or why questions”; (2) “When the inquirer has little control over events being
studied”; (3) “When the object of study is a contemporary phenomenon in a real-life context”;
(4) “When boundaries between the phenomenon and the context are not clear”; and (5) “When it
is desirable to use multiple sources of evidence” (p. 28). In this study, LTA is a phenomenon that
occurs in a real-life context, and the researcher has little control over it. Investigation of LTA
also requires multiple voices of participants through different interview settings, and the
boundaries between LTA and context are not distinct. Most of all, the study aims to investigate
how LTA is exercised and enacted within the ecologies of language teachers. For these reasons, I
consider a case study design as the optimal choice for the present study.
By means of the case study design, a researcher can gain a thorough understanding of
complex phenomena through a case as an exemplar (Duff, 2014). Case studies can define case as
“single person who is a case example of some phenomenon, a program, a group, an institution, a
community, or a specific policy” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 38), or may present “a nesting of
cases: a phenomenon is studied in individuals within larger social units, which in turn is nested
within and indeed constitutive of a larger socioeducational context” (Duff, 2014, p. 236). In the
current study, the cases are three in-service teachers who teach EFL in public junior high schools
in Seoul, South Korea, and each teacher constitutes a case. The cases of each teacher are nested
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within a case of a collaborative inquiry community that all the participants belong to. Thus, the
phenomenon of interest of this study is LTA in the use of digital technologies for educational
purposes and the collaborative inquiry process that interacts with LTA.
A strong case study seeks to “understand the complexity and dynamic nature of the
particular entity, and to discover systematic connections among experience, behaviors, and
relevant features of the context” (Johnson, 1992, p. 84). Given the purpose of conducting a case
study, I employ a multiple case study design instead of having a single case, because multiple
cases “provide a much richer account of the phenomenon in question by revealing similarity,
differences and variation in the observations and experiences of participants (or sites)” (Duff,
2012a, p. 9). The multiple case study enables a researcher to embrace a multiplicity of voices,
explore individual variations and commonalities, and offer insights into the knowledge,
experiences, or perceptions of individuals, Korean in-service EFL teachers in this context. There
are two units of analysis in this study, the individual teachers’ ecology of LTA and their
collective LTA exercised through the collaborative inquiry community.
3.2
3.2.1

Research Site and Context
A PD Program Adopting a Collaborative Inquiry Model
This multiple case study involved three Korean in-service EFL teachers working in

public junior high schools. These teachers were participating in a PD program run by the Seoul
Metropolitan Office of Education.
The PD program ran for one year from March 2019 to February 2020, aiming at
enhancing EFL teachers’ teaching competency and fostering teacher expertise. A master teacher,
who had years of experience in EFL teaching, teacher training, classroom consulting, and
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innovative curriculum design and implementation, led the program and offered mentorship to the
PD participants.
The program incorporated a collaborative inquiry model, through which participating
teachers chose the pedagogical topics to delve into in collaboration with other teacher
participants. Following the collaborative inquiry model, the PD program constituted several
components: (1) Action research within each collaborative inquiry community, (2) collective
reflection with entire PD participants, and (3) disseminating research results to the public
audience.
A total of 21 members participated in the PD program. At the beginning of the PD
program, participants discussed their pedagogical interests, suggested the inquiry topics, and
formed collaborative inquiry communities with other PD participants who had similar interests.
The arranged inquiry communities designated five distinctive topics: Differentiated Instruction,
Technology to Facilitate Learning, Project-Based Learning, Process-Oriented Assessment, and
Extensive Reading.
Each collaborative inquiry community continuously probed their topic of interest by
seeking knowledge, planning actions, sharing teaching practices, and exchanging feedback. In
addition to individual gatherings of each community, the entire PD participants and the mentor
teacher met every two months, shared their progress, and collectively reflected upon their action
research and practices. As a result of their action research, three PD participants voluntarily held
an open class that could demonstrate their research practices. Lastly, the PD program organized a
public conference to which secondary EFL teachers were invited, and each community presented
their research outcomes. Overall, the PD program guided EFL teachers in applying innovative
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teaching methodologies into practices, conducting action research, and reflecting upon their
teaching practices through collaborative inquiry.
Collaborative Inquiry Community: “Technology to Facilitate Learning” Group

3.2.2

The focal participants of this study were recruited from one of the collaborative inquiry
communities which enquired into the topic “Technology to Facilitate Learning.” Of the 21
members who participated in the aforementioned PD program, three teachers decided to create
the “Technology to Facilitate Learning” inquiry community. I recruited all three members to
investigate the dynamic nature of the community (see Section 3.3.1). Therefore, individual
teachers, as cases of this research, were bounded within the collaborative inquiry community that
the teachers belonged to. Examining the three cases of teachers enabled this study to investigate
the phenomenon of how EFL teachers exercised their agency in relation to diverse ecological
factors. The participants shared certain environmental aspects (the collaborative inquiry
community and the national policies and curriculum) while they interacted with different
environmental factors, including technological affordances in their respective classrooms or
school cultures and policies. Such commonalities and variances would shed light on the way in
which EFL teachers enacted their agency in the use of digital technologies from an ecological
perspective.
As outlined in the PD program, within the collaborative inquiry community, three
participants collaboratively conducted action research, shared their teaching practices, planned
for one of the members’ (Eugene) open class together, wrote their action research paper, and
presented research outcomes at the public conference. Their activities were mostly conducted in
Korean.
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3.2.3

The Public Education System in South Korea
The Korean school system comprises six years in elementary school, three years in

middle (or junior-high) school and three years in high school (KMOE, 2019). The new school
year starts in March. The elementary school and junior high schools are provided as free and
compulsory education, and there is a national curriculum that guides textbook developers and
unit school curriculum. EFL is taught as one of the mandatory subjects.
3.3
3.3.1

Participants
Participant Recruitment
I was acquainted with one of the members in the target collaborative inquiry community.

During the initial exploratory phase, in order to discuss the feasibility of the research, I contacted
the member and asked if the research topic and participation was of interest. The member
expressed willingness to allow me to conduct research and help facilitate the recruitment
process; therefore, this study employed third-party recruitment methods through one of the
members.
The member distributed an invitation letter and a consent form with my information and
comprehensive research information on it (see Appendix A), and the other members who were
interested in taking part in this study contacted me directly via email and phone. Fortunately, all
three of the members in the community consented to participate in this study.
3.3.2

Participant Summary
The PD program was open to secondary school EFL teachers working at public or private

schools, in Seoul, South Korea. The focal participants, who chose the “Technology to Facilitate
Learning” group, all worked in public junior high schools in Seoul. All participants have Korean
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nationality and speak English as a foreign language. Table 3.1 gives a brief outline of their
profiles.
Pseudonym

Gender

Nationality

Years of
teaching

Years at the
current school

Jay

Male

Korean

11

1

Yuri
Eugene

Female
Male

Korean
Korean

5
2

2
2

Table 3.1 Outline of the participants’ profiles
3.3.3

Jay

Jay was a male junior high school EFL teacher and had 11 years of teaching experience in
Seoul. Jay had been interested in using digital technologies from his early career and had
managed the online community for his students since then. Due to his interest and expertise in
technologies, he was often invited as a teacher trainer or guest speaker by the district offices in
South Korea. He also co-authored a book about online teaching.
At the time of study, it was the first year at his current school. Jay stated that his school was
low performing in English achievement. About 25% to 30% of his students could not read the
alphabet, and in general, students were not motivated to learn English because they considered
that learning English was beyond their capability. Therefore, during the individual interview, he
said that he had been struggling with motivating his students in class.
3.3.4

Yuri

Yuri was a female junior high school EFL teacher and had five years of teaching experience
in Seoul. At the time of study, it was the second year at her school. Her school had unique
characteristics, as it was a pilot school appointed and funded by the KMOE to showcase an
innovative school model. The school pursued the goal of improving teaching and assessment to
promote students’ 21st century skills such as creativity, collaboration, communication, and
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convergence as well as academic growth. The school guaranteed teachers’ autonomy and
provided abundant digital resources to support teachers’ instruction. Based on her experience of
working in the pilot school with digital technologies, she had been invited as a teacher trainer or
a guest speaker by the district offices in Seoul. According to Yuri during the individual
interview, her students were very creative and independent. Although students’ level of English
proficiency varied, they had positive attitudes toward learning and teachers. They also liked to
ask questions and get feedback.
3.3.5

Eugene

Eugene was a male junior-high school EFL teacher and had two years of teaching experience
in Seoul. His school was located in a quite affluent area of Seoul. Eugene said that his students
had an intermediate or a high intermediate level of English proficiency and had a positive
attitude in English classes.
Eugene’s school had a class division policy for EFL classes to reduce the number of
students. For example, two classes were combined and separated into three groups. The three
groups were taught at the same time by three teachers. The first-year students’ grouping was not
associated with students’ level of English proficiency; however, the second-year students were
grouped according to their proficiency level. For instance, of the three groups, one group was
assigned for low-achieving students. Eugene taught the low-achieving group of second-year
students and one of the first-year student groups.
3.4

Data Collection
According to Yin (2014), case studies can be desirable when multiple sources of data are

available and necessary. This study relied on various sources of data to understand the multiple
aspects of participants’ experiences, teacher agency, and teaching practices. These sources
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include individual interviews, group interviews, and relevant documents. The data collection
methods are shown in Table 3.2.
Timeline

Dec. 16–23,
2019

Dec. 30, 2019

Data collection methods
In-person individual interviews (90 minutes with each participant)
• Jay: December 16, 2019 (conducted in English)
• Eugene: December 16, 2019 (conducted in English and Korean)
• Yuri: December 23, 2019 (conducted in Korean)
In-person group interviews (90 minutes with all participants, conducted in
Korean)

Relevant documents (all written in Korean)
• Document 1: Eugene’s lesson plan; collaboratively created
• Document 2: Manuscript of action research results; includes all
participants’ reflective notes and examples of their teaching
Dec. 2019
practices
• Document 3: Presentation material for the PD conference
• Document 4: Relevant online resources; shared on Document 3
through QR codes
Online follow-up individual interview (20~30 minutes with each
participant)
Mar. & Sep.
• Jay: September 24, 2020 (conducted in Korean)
2020
• Yuri: September 29, 2020 (conducted in Korean)
• Eugene: March 28 and September 24, 2020 (conducted in Korean)
Table 3.2 Data collection methods
3.4.1

Individual and Group Interviews
Interviews are an ideal tool for gathering information on how participants perceive their

experiences and report them to others (Roulston, 2010). They are particularly effective when the
study aims to investigate the past trajectories of participants as well as their present experiences
and performances (Merriam, 1998). As the research questions encompass past and present
experiences as well as future aspirations, this study employed interviews as main sources of data.
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I conducted semi-structured interviews with individual participants (see interview
questions in Appendix B). The first interview was conducted in person in order to build rapport
and delve deeply into their personal trajectories, description of their practices, and aspirations for
their language teaching practices and use of educational technologies. These in-person interviews
were followed by online communications via mobile chat or Zoom for 20 to 30 minutes for each
interview in order to ask further questions. These follow-up interactions occurred once with Jay
and Yuri but happened more often with Eugene, as our interests in the topic grew together. I also
provided an opportunity for member checking to validate my interpretations and transcriptions.
Group discussion during group interviews is useful for “elicit[ing] a range of responses to
produce a more holistic picture of group’s or community’s perspectives on their experiences,
perceptions, resources, and practices” (Prior, 2018, p. 727). As such, a group interview with all
participants was undertaken to focus on the teachers’ shared understanding of their decisionmaking processes and teaching practices. The group interview was conducted after the individual
interviews (see interview questions in Appendix B) so that I could have a better understanding of
each participant and a more comfortable atmosphere in a group setting. This sequencing also
allowed me to ask a few follow-up questions from individual interviews; for example, I asked
some comparison questions about the different school contexts.
In preparing to take up the role of researcher, I kept in mind that “the researchers’
presence and role in the study is not only visible but also shapes the data in very obvious and
symbolic ways” (Duff, 2014, p. 7). I approached interviews not only as a research instrument but
also as “social practice” (Talmy, 2010, p. 131), which views the interview as collaborative
construction of knowledge. Participants not only share descriptions of their beliefs, experiences,
and perceptions but also perform their identity and agency in the interview interaction with me
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and their peers (Prior, 2018). By acknowledging that interviews encompass these processes as
well as products, I take a reflexive stance on my presence and interview practices. The individual
interviews and group interviews could be shaped by my presence and possibly by my shared
identity with the participants: a former teacher, who taught EFL in Korean public secondary
schools and completed the same PD program.
I audio-recorded both individual and group interviews for data analysis. The interviews
were conducted either in English or Korean or both (e.g., through code-switching) according to
the participants’ preferences. Jay did the first individual interview entirely in English. Eugene
started the individual interview in English but later transitioned to Korean to better describe his
experiences. The individual interview with Yuri was conducted in Korean. The group interview
was conducted in Korean only. The interview excerpts were translated by the researcher, and for
the original transcriptions in Korean, see Appendix C.
3.4.2

Collection of Relevant Documents
I also collected relevant publicly available documents that participants created as a part of

their teaching practices and engagement with the collaborative inquiry community. For example,
Eugene shared a lesson plan developed for his open class, which was a part of the PD program.
During the PD program, a voluntary teacher from each inquiry community opened their class to
EFL teachers working in Seoul to share their learning through collaborative inquiry. Although
Eugene conducted an open class, the lesson was designed in collaboration with two other
members.
Another important source of data is the group’s manuscript of action research results.
This document, a result of the participants’ collaborative inquiry, included the members’
teaching philosophies, reflective essays, topics of discussion, references for their action research,
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and examples of their teaching practices and students’ learning outcomes. In particular, the
participants’ reflective essays were useful data because they spoke to their initial motivation,
their classroom environments, and their gains through the collaborative inquiry community, and
thus it supplemented their individual and group interviews. The list of relevant documents
provided by the participants is given in Table 3.2.
3.5

Positionality of the Researcher
I acknowledge that my conduct as a researcher in this study is heavily influenced by my

experiences and background (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I served as an EFL teacher in Korean
public junior high school for six years, and these experiences shaped how I approached the use
of technologies in EFL classrooms. I worked at both under-resourced and well-resourced schools
in technological infrastructure, taught EFL following the national curriculum as a guiding
framework, and used educational technologies in my classroom. Going through my own
challenges certainly influenced the choice of this research topic, data collection, and analysis
process. Perhaps most importantly, I also was a participant of this same PD program in 2015,
four years before I conducted this research. Although there had been some changes in program
operation during those four years, I have first-hand knowledge of the overall process of the PD
program and familiarity with the program director and mentor teachers. My participation in the
PD program provided me with insights into the program as well as biases. Therefore, throughout
the data collection process, I tried to recognize my biases, such as my knowledge of the PD
program procedures, and stay cautious of whether my prior experiences applied to the
participants’ current situations and their experiences with the PD program.
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3.6

Qualitative Data Analysis
In this study, I employed a thematic analysis of the data to address the research questions.

When data are thematically analyzed, themes emerge from researchers’ interpretations of them
(i.e., inductive approaches), and themes can be informed by research questions or literature (i.e.,
deductive approaches). The iterative process of thematic analysis “alternates between emic, or
emergent, reading of the data and an etic use of existing models, explanations, and theories”
(Tracy, 2013, p. 184). This iterative approach enables the researcher to engage in a reflexive
process by revisiting the data sets and finding connections between the emerging and recurring
themes and existing categories guided by theoretical frameworks and previous research.
The initial stage of data analysis simultaneously occurred with the data collection process
while taking field notes during the interviews and transcribing the audio-recorded data. When
transcribing audio data, I left short comments as my interpretation of the data. After this initial
approach to analyzing the data, I used a computer-analysis qualitative data analysis software
called Atlas.ti. Using Atlas.ti, I started the first cycle of formal data analysis through open coding
strategies (Saldaña, 2016). After inductively coding the data, I loosely categorized the codes into
code groups, which were developed into themes at the later phase of data analysis. After the first
cycle of coding, I applied predetermined codes from the literature such as “projective
dimension,” “iterational dimension,” or “teacher beliefs.” Through the literature review, I
brought several codes from previous research on teacher agency from an ecological lens,
referring to their code books and themes. Lastly, I proceeded to the next cycle of analysis by
comparing and combining the emergent themes with predetermined themes, reexamining the
data sets and drawing meaningful insights out of them.
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3.7

Trustworthiness of the Study
This multiple case study ensures the trustworthiness of data through member checking

and triangulation of data. The study actively implemented member validation or checks of
transcriptions, translations, or interpretations of the interview data, because member checking is
valuable to generate mutual trust, ensure authenticity of interpretation, and build rapport between
researchers and participants (Duff, 2008).
Triangulation is a research strategy that “entails bringing together multiple sources and
types of data for analytic purposes'' (Duff, 2014, p. 9). Multiple sources enable researchers to
have multiple perspectives and validate their interpretations because “if several independent
sources of evidence point to a common conclusion, then one’s confidence in that conclusion is
strengthened” (Bromley, 1986, p. 10). As such, multiple sources collected in this study,
including individual interviews, group interviews, and relevant documents not only enhance the
credibility but also prevent potential discrepancies or misinterpretations.
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Chapter 4: Ecological Understanding of Individual LTA
4.1

Introduction
This chapter presents the analyses of three cases, which investigate the ecological aspects

of LTA of Korean junior-high school EFL teachers. It focuses on what comprises the ecologies
of individual EFL teachers’ LTA in their use of digital technologies and how they perform their
agency in response to their environments, addressing research questions 1 and 2:
1. What ecological factors within their past experiences, present circumstances, and
future aspirations interact with Korean EFL teachers’ agency in their use of digital
technologies?
2. How do teachers use digital technologies, and how do the ecological factors of Korean
EFL teachers influence their classroom practices?
As I analyzed the data sources, mainly individual interviews and relevant documents, the
main themes were grouped into two categories, the ecology of LTA and classroom practices,
respectively answering research questions 1 and 2.
The first category, the ecology of LTA, appeared as I applied the predetermined codes
generated from the review of the theoretical framework. The ecology of LTA accounts for the
findings about the ways in which Korean junior high school EFL teachers develop their agency
in their use of digital technologies within the temporal frames. As the ecology of LTA is unique
to each case, I present the findings of each case in this chapter. The sections in each case are
organized according to the ecological framework (Priestley et al., 2015): iterational, practicalevaluative, and projective dimensions.
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Sections on the iterational dimension (4.2.1.1, 4.2.2.1, and 4.2.3.1) illustrate how
personal and professional past trajectories shaped Korean EFL teachers’ beliefs and influenced
their current actions regarding their use of digital technologies.
Sections 4.2.1.2, 4.2.2.2, and 4.2.3.2, present the findings about the practical-evaluative
dimension, which involves the day-to-day and present working environment in which language
teachers make decisions, take actions, and exercise their agency. As language teachers exercise
and shape their agency within nested and overlapping systems, I outline the findings explaining
different layers of contexts in the subsections: micro, meso, and macro level. First, the micro
level engages teachers’ pedagogical practices and relationship and interaction with students.
Second, the meso level considers the institution-level environment, including school culture,
interaction with colleagues, school’s material resources, school policies and rules, and direct
professional network of teachers. Lastly, the macro level encompasses the broader level of
educational discourses such as government policies and regulations, national curricula, or
societal norms and values.
Sections 4.2.1.3, 4.2.2.3, and 4.2.3.3, discuss the projective dimension of LTA, which
concerns teachers’ aspirations in regard to their work or teachers’ envisioning of the future
education or society – both long term and short term.
The findings for the second category, classroom practices, emerged while inductively
analyzing the data as the participants shared how they were utilizing digital technologies to
actualize their pedagogical beliefs and act on their available resources or against barriers.
Section 4.2 primarily discusses the ecological conditions that influenced the development of
LTA. Section 4.3 mainly articulates how LTA is demonstrated in the participants’ teaching
practices. Achievement of agency involves making choices and taking actions among the array
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of possible alternatives (Priestley et al., 2015); hence, “action” is the core element of
demonstrating agency. As such, the description of how the participants use technologies in their
classroom practices will be able to provide a clear picture of enacted LTA.
4.2

Ecological Understanding of LTA
In what follows, I provide an overall description of the ecological factors that interact

with the participants’ LTA pertaining to their use of technologies.
4.2.1
4.2.1.1

Ecology of Jay’s LTA
Iterational: An Early Adopter of Technology
Jay has been an early adopter of digital technologies in classroom settings. His interests

in integrating technologies in English education started ten years ago when he began his teaching
career. In his early career, his personal curiosity about video and computer games extended into
classroom applications. Especially, he paid attention to elements of games that could be used in
language classrooms; for example, he used game characters to create a mini skit as described in
the following excerpt.
I naturally like games. So, I always found games very interesting. Right after I started my
job, I found a game called World of Warcraft […] very interesting because there were so
many elements to use in the classroom. There are characters in the game. We can make
them say hi and communicate with others. I thought maybe I could bring them into the
class and make it into a little skit using the characters in the game. […], but I didn't have
the ability to take the videos and edit and make it presentable for my students. Luckily, I
had some students who were very interested in that area. It’s more than 10 years ago, but
they were already able to use a text-to-speech program and editing programs. […] they
made it possible for me to use famous games like StarCraft and so many other games in
class so that's how I got started. (Jay, Individual interview)
As illustrated in the excerpt, his interests in technology use for pedagogical purposes could be
sustained due to talented students. Although he was not able to proficiently utilize technologies
when he started teaching with technologies, some of his students voluntarily helped him, so it
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became possible for him to use video clips from games in a presentable format. This account
shows that his teacher agency was promoted through interaction with the student agency. His
positive experiences with initial attempts motivated him to keep current with newly introduced
technologies and to apply them into language teaching. He also mentioned that “I like to play
with smartphones, and I believe it was the year 2012 or 2011 that Apple released its first
secretary artificial intelligence (AI) service Siri, and I found it very interesting” (Jay, Individual
interview), describing his genuine interests in innovative technologies. Overall, in his past
trajectories, interaction with student agency, and curiosity about up-to-date technologies were the
key factors that promoted his LTA, as illustrated in his statement: “the development of
technology, my nature that likes games, and my very capable students all worked together to
bring a technology into my class” (Jay, Individual interview).
4.2.1.2

Practical-evaluative: Present Actions and Environments
Micro: Interaction with Student Agency
As mentioned in his iterative dimension of LTA, at the micro level, Jay’s agency closely

interacted with students’ responses. He demonstrated that his students’ attitude changes were one
of the motivations for him to try to keep bringing new ideas and technologies into English
lessons. He framed his efforts as appreciated by his students: “I am the person who helps them
learn not to bore them, help them learn with a lot of new things. They know that I try to bring a
lot of new technologies, new ideas into class, and they appreciate my effort” (Jay, Individual
interview).
He stated that he believed students’ interests would grow when the class was connected
to students’ lives and the real world, and technologies can be a vehicle for achieving this goal.
For instance, as the school is near an airport, students are exposed to airplane noise in their daily
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lives, so he wanted to raise awareness of health hazards. He invited a professor from the United
States using Google Hangouts, and the professor gave a lecture on aircraft noise. After the
lecture, students made a noise map using a noise measuring application. His beliefs that
technology can serve as a bridge to the wider world are well demonstrated in the following
statement: “Through technologies, the outside world can come into the classroom. On account of
lessons with authenticity, students come to participate better in classes” (Jay, Document 2). This
exemplifies that his LTA was exerted to provide his students with authentic experiences for
communication, which was aligned with his orientation (see Section 4.2.1.1).
Jay also stated that he observed that his class influenced his students’ future aspirations.
His school was in a neighborhood where many students came from low socio-economic status,
and he said that students generally showed low motivation and low performance in learning
English. However, as students became more involved with his English classes, he described them
as coming to believe that they would be able to envision their future goals for language learning:
I see some of my students who are, I guess, really enjoying my class and who really got
to like learning English. They’re starting to tell me “I want to go to foreign language high
school next year.” No one went to a foreign language high school. This school is not just
that kind of school. Unless you like a foreign language, you usually don’t go to foreign
language high school. (Jay, Individual interview)
Overall, Jay’s personal interests were what shaped his agency in using technologies in his past
trajectories, and students’ achievement and positive responses bolstered its continued enactment.
Meso: School Environment as a Challenge for Exercising LTA
Jay demonstrated that the school environment in terms of material resources for using
digital technologies were in the process of improvement but not well equipped at the moment, as
described in the following excerpt:
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We have smart TV in each classroom. We don't have a Wi-Fi network installed at the
moment, and all our students bring their own smartphones in class at the school, but
during the homeroom class time, all their phones are collected by their homeroom
teacher, and they get their smartphones back before they leave school later in the
afternoon. We have a PC in each classroom. So frankly, the environment is not that great
in terms of digital technologies. Hopefully it will get better next year. (Jay, Individual
interview)
Jay’s school did not provide digital devices for students’ learning. Furthermore, Jay stated that
computers in a shared computer lab are too old and slow; therefore, Jay requested students bring
their own devices (BYOD). However, as described in the excerpt above, school policies did not
allow students to have their cellphones during school hours. Jay stated that students had to ask
their homeroom teachers to bring their cellphones every time he used technologies for his
classes. At the beginning of the year, Jay’s school applied to purchase tablet PCs for student use
and expected to receive funds from the district office, but Jay said that it had been postponed and
he had not heard anything from the office. He considered the current school environment
constrained, saying “it requires a lot of effort and causes too much trouble” (Jay, Individual
interview). He added that such challenges discouraged his colleagues to use technologies, and he
had few colleagues to share his interests. Furthermore, some of his pedagogical activities such as
encouraging students’ critical thinking toward technology use were restricted because “the
setting is not set up yet” (Jay, Individual interview). Overall, his challenges with his school
environment constrained his exercise of LTA.
Macro: “There Are Too Many Regulations”
In the previous discussion, Jay regarded the school environment as constrained for his
exercise of LTA. Similarly, he attributed the source of insufficient devices and support to the
central government. In response to my question “Is there anything you want to change or you
would expect from the government?” he answered as follows:
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There are too many regulations. If I want to do something, I have to pass this regulation.
If I overcome this one, then that one comes. Instead of providing the right environment
for using technologies, it’s up to each teacher to overcome all the obstacles that are in the
way of using technologies […] Still, we don’t have enough devices in schools. They’re
saying you should use a lot of technologies in the classroom. How can we when we don’t
have devices? (Jay, Individual interview)
In this excerpt, Jay demonstrated negative perceptions toward government policies specifically in
regard to regulations and insufficient support. He also mentioned that teachers were accountable
for using technologies while complying with the regulations and finding ways to have devices in
the classroom without the government support even though the government drove the digital
education initiative. Jay recognized the government regulations as obstacles, implying that they
inhibited him from fully enacting his LTA. Although his LTA positively affected his students at
the micro level, he encountered many obstacles at the meso and macro levels.
4.2.1.3

Projective: “What the Machines Do Best, We Will Leave That to Machines”
Although the current school environment limited Jay’s LTA to some extent, he

envisioned the changes that would enable him to exercise a greater amount of LTA. As
mentioned in the previous sections, he expressed his expectation for having the devices in the
near future:
As I mentioned earlier, my school was supposed to bring 100 smart devices earlier this
year, but it didn’t happen. I hope that it will happen next year, then everything will be a
lot better. (Jay, Individual interview)
As a follow-up question, I asked about possible lessons he could envision if he had devices as the
school planned and had no environmental constraints.
It really depends on my goals for each class. Whatever the class requires is going to be
my goals. Smart devices are just there to help me. They are not the goals. […] So, if I am
free from all these constraints, I could do whatever I want. (Jay, Individual interview)
His statement “if I am free from all these constraints, I could do whatever I want” implies that
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insufficient resources were a major challenge to exercise his LTA, and having students devices
in the future would enable him to fulfill his instructional goals.
In addition to his short-term expectations of having more material resources at his school,
Jay envisioned the role of language teachers and the purpose of using technologies in language
education in the long run. Specifically, he foresaw that some of the language teachers’
responsibilities would be replaced by technologies, but that would not threaten language
teachers’ job security. Rather, he proposed that teachers need to take a more proactive role in
using technologies to support student learning, as described in the following excerpt:
I don’t think running after technology should be our goal. Our goal is using technologies
in class to help our students achieve their goals in class, so we should focus more on how
to use technologies to achieve goals. [...] That’s kind of the change I want to see in the
future. Teachers are more comfortable with using technologies in class and actually help
students. (Jay, Individual interview)
In the excerpt above, supporting students’ learning was the fundamental reason for him to
exercise his LTA. In addition, he said that students were ahead of teachers in using technologies,
which also urged teachers to take initiatives.
He also added his beliefs about the relationship between digital technologies and English
teachers as follows:
I believe at least in the foreseeable future, the relationship between the AI and English
teachers should be reciprocal [emphasis added], working together. […] this function [of
AI] is not perfect. But it’s working. It’s going to get better and better as time goes by.
Like this school where students are not that motivated to learn English, having this app
write down their speaking really motivates my students to learn or try harder in class
because they could actually see. Before, they said that “I have bad pronunciation. So
maybe foreigners fail to listen to me,” but when they see their speaking being written
down in Google Docs, it means that it’s going to be understandable for foreigners
because otherwise it wouldn’t have been written down, right? So, it gives them a great
boost of motivation [...] That’s what machines can do best. (Jay, Individual interview)
In this excerpt, Jay exemplified how digital technologies could come together with language
teachers to facilitate students’ learning. In an EFL context where students have limited
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opportunities to receive feedback on their speaking, he envisioned that technologies could play
the role of speaking partner or feedback provider. His statements about speaking activities using
speech-to-text applications (i.e., Google Docs) emphasize that technologies enable personalized
learning experiences, which in turn motivate their language learning. He identified the
technologies as a tool for achieving his instructional goals and students’ learning goals; thus, he
considered them a contributor for promoting his LTA, not a barrier. Finally, he highlighted the
reciprocal relationship between technologies and teachers by saying, “what the machines do best
we will leave that to machines and do what people can do best.” He envisioned that if
technologies replace some of teachers’ responsibilities (e.g., AI grammar checker replacing
teachers’ corrective feedback on students’ written assignments), there would be more time for
lessons fostering high-order thinking skills or critical literacy, which he thought should be the
direction for language education. His projective dimension demonstrates that his LTA works
together with and can be promoted by his use of technologies.
4.2.1.4

Summary
In preceding sections, I reported on the major findings of how Jay’s LTA has been both

attained and restricted in his iterational, practical-evaluative, and projective dimensions, and how
it interacted with his classroom practices. Figure 4.1 illustrates what constitutes his LTA in his
ecology.
It was found that his genuine interest in video games and innovative digital technologies
in his personal life motivated him to bring them into language classrooms, and students’ agentic
responses reinforced his continued use of technologies. In addition, his long-term envisioning of
technological development in education, such as AI as a speaking partner or feedback provider,
seemed to have influenced him to adapt technologies for his teaching. Although he achieved a
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high-degree of LTA in his personal domain, the conditions at the meso and macro levels
operated as a hindrance for exercising his LTA.
Jay’s LTA
Practical-evaluative
Macro-level
• Rigid governmental regulations
and insufficient support

•
•
•

Iterational
Being an early adopter of
digital technologies
His personal interest in
video games and
technologies
Positive response from
students

Meso-level
• Insufficient material and
sociocultural resources at
school
Micro-level
• Observation of students’
increased motivation and
acheivement when
technologies were used
• Great rapport with
students

•
•

•

Projective
More students’ devices at
school in the near future
Envisioning a change in
language education due to
AI (e.g.,AI grammar checker
or machine translation)
Reduced the teachers’
workload as a result of
technology use

Figure 4.1 The ecology of Jay’s LTA
4.2.2
4.2.2.1

Ecology of Yuri’s LTA
Iterational: “Getting out of Guilty”
In Document 2, Yuri wrote a reflective essay describing how she perceived technologies

in her past teaching experiences.
With the start of digital device distribution projects in many schools, the cultivation of
digital literacy has become an urgent task. However, in the past, when I observed teachers
using digital devices, I thought the use of technologies belonged in their own league
[emphasis added]. I was afraid of unfamiliar technology-related terms and online tools,
and my class stayed at the level of interpreting the reading passages shown on
PowerPoint slides. (Yuri, Document 2, Translated from Korean)
In the excerpt, Yuri recognized the recent discourses which put importance on cultivation of
teachers’ digital literacy by stating it as “an urgent task.” However, she associated technologies
with her feelings of being “afraid” or “unfamiliar.” She also made a distinction between teachers
who were using technologies and those who were not, as she considered use of technologies as in
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“their own league,” which she did not belong to. This reflective report indicates that using
technologies was not considered a significant contributor to shaping Yuri’s LTA in her past
teaching contexts.
However, during the individual interview, Yuri demonstrated that her perceptions and
approaches to digital technologies significantly changed as she moved to a new school. In 2018,
Yuri was transferred to the school where she was working at the time of the interview. Her
former school and her current school had very different environments regarding material
resources, leadership, students’ expectation, and cultures among colleagues. Throughout the
interview, she compared two schools, which demonstrated how her exercise of LTA became
different according to the school environment. She talked about her teaching experiences at the
previous school and what motivated her to transfer as follows:
Kyuyun: How did you become interested in using technologies?
Yuri: I changed a lot when I started to work in this school. In this school, colleagues
teaching different subjects were routinely using technologies. In my previous school, I
taught many students through one-way lecture-based lessons. I analyzed reading passages
on the PowerPoint slides; that was the only technology I used. However, I saw teachers
using technologies for interaction, not for one-way lectures in this school. I got many
ideas about how I would be able to change my lessons by observing my colleagues.
Kyuyun: Did you choose to work in the current school due to the opportunities for using
technologies? Or did you have different motivations?
Yuri: I did not consider the opportunities for using technologies when I decided to move.
I just heard that I would be able to design lessons as I wanted. I thought, instead of
conducting lessons that I felt ashamed and guilty about [emphasis added], I might be able
to attempt the ideal lessons. And then I came to this school, and I saw teachers using
technologies. Then, I realized that technologies would enable the lesson design which I
had longed for but could not do because of time and physical constraints.
Kyuyun: What was the ideal lesson you pictured?
Yuri: Well. I didn’t have concrete models or ideas. Just, non-unilateral classes. When I
taught in the previous school, I just provided input but did not know how much students
understood. I wanted to check students’ understanding and level of progress through
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feedback exchange, but I didn’t know how to do it. (Yuri, Individual interview,
Translated from Korean)
In both excerpts from Document 2 and the individual interview, she described her
previous teaching style as “interpreting/analyzing reading passages on PowerPoint slides.” As
illustrated in the interview excerpt, Yuri expressed dissatisfaction with her previous teaching
style, one-way lecture on a reading passage, and described feelings of “guilt” and “shame.” She
expressed her beliefs about ideal language lessons which should have interactive elements
through which teachers and students can exchange communication and feedback; however, she
considered the previous school environment as restricted for conducting such lessons. The
discrepancy between her actual teaching and her hope for doing ideal lessons was what led to
“feeling ashamed and guilty.” According to Yuri, her aspiration for purposeful lesson planning
and implementation and not feeling guilty about her unilateral lesson was the major source of her
agency to transfer to a new school. She stated that transferring to her current school brought a
transformative effect to her instruction and the use of technologies.
The descriptions of her current school and her teaching practices will be discussed in
detail in next section, but in short, as illustrated in the excerpt above, she had easier access to
technologies and observed colleagues who were using technologies in their classroom. Although
the possibility of using technologies was not considered when deciding to move to her current
school, Yuri started to form her beliefs that technologies would be an efficient tool to achieve her
goal as a language teacher, which was to conduct interactive classes.
Yuri noted technology transformed her teaching and interaction with students, as shown
in her statement “I realized that technologies would enable the lesson design which I had longed
for.” It presents a contrast to her previous descriptions about technologies in Document 2, in
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which she stated that she felt “afraid of unfamiliar technology-related terms and online tools in
the past.” On that account, technology implementation became an important part of factors that
shape Yuri’s LTA in how she approached language instruction and designed her lessons.
In Yuri’s past trajectories, her long-lasting aspirations for conducting interactive lessons,
her decision to relocate, and opportunities for having more social and material resources relating
to digital technologies were what constituted her LTA. In the next sections, I will elaborate on
the present dimension of her LTA at the current school, including classroom instruction,
interaction with students, school environment, relationship with colleagues, and government
policies.
4.2.2.2

Practical-evaluative: Present Actions and Environments
Micro: Seeing Students’ Change and Growth
To the interview question “What has been the most influential factor in your practice of

using digital technologies?” Yuri mentioned that one of the factors affecting her technology
implementation was to observe “how students have changed because of the use of technologies.”
Yuri stated that with technologies, she could more successfully conduct lessons as she intended,
rather than students just having fun with them. She found that some students notably improved
their English competency and changed their attitude to life. When she got the feeling that her
students were really growing through her lessons, it seemed that her sense of LTA was enhanced
through the use of technology.
As a follow-up question, I asked in what way her instruction and use of technologies
influenced students’ change and growth. She responded as follows:
I think students have accumulated experiences of small success. Instead of giving them
general feedback, I break down my feedback into small steps, so that students can
experience a number of small successes, not just one-time success. […] While students
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were trying each step one by one, they realized that it worked and started to say “I was
the one who could do it.” [emphasis added] Afterwards, students started to suggest and
set the direction in their own ways. By observing students’ change […] I realized that
technologies are really necessary. If they were in the classroom like in my previous
school where they just have to listen to lecture-style lessons, they just could have had
their heads on the desks all year. (Yuri, Individual interview, Translated from Korean)
In Yuri’s observation, the most prominent changes that happened to students were
improvement of their self-efficacy and mindset shift when she used technologies. Particularly,
students saying “I was the one who could do it” denotes perceived change in their identity. Yuri
said that her individualized and step-by-step feedback fostered students’ progress and change,
and technologies were an indispensable medium to enable this. Thus, observing students’
progress through those small steps was what promoted her LTA in her use of technologies.
This is related to her way of using technologies. The previous sections illustrated her
pursuit of interactive lessons in which she could interact with students, exchange feedback, and
check their progress. In the interview, Yuri demonstrated how she sought this orientation. She
stated that she was using technologies a lot to personalize students’ language learning by
providing individual feedback so that each student could receive feedback at different times to
different degrees. For instance, for the speaking test, she gave students an unlimited number of
chances to rehearse in front of her. She recorded each student’s attempts and her feedback using
the shared online board (Padlet), so that students could accumulate their practice and the
teacher’s feedback in one place. Students received personalized feedback from her and practiced
at their own pace. In addition, she recorded the lectures as a video and uploaded them onto
YouTube, ensuring that students could watch whenever they needed to do so. She also managed
the online communication channel through which students could ask questions at any time.
Therefore, she noted that interaction with students became easier. Many teachers give up this
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process because it takes too much time and effort, but Yuri added that using digital technology
made the process more efficient. As online technologies enabled her to document students’
progress efficiently and share it more easily with students, students’ improvement became more
visible to both students and Yuri. Lastly, she contrasted current students’ active engagement with
her previous classroom scene: “If they were in the classroom like [my previous school] where
they just had to listen to lecture-style lessons, they just could have had their heads on the desk all
year.” By contrasting the classroom scenes in her previous and current schools, she attributed the
change in her instructional styles and students’ attitudes to the differences in two school
environments in regard to availability of technology.
In the following excerpt, Yuri elaborated how the use of technologies influenced
students’ learning culture:
[The use of technologies] changed the learning culture. Students ask more questions. […]
In addition, I use video clips a lot for my classes, and the younger generation are already
familiar with videos. So, what happened was that they requested live streaming to explain
final exam items after the exam. I was surprised that students suggested it first. (Yuri,
Individual interview, Translated from Korean)
In the excerpt, Yuri highlighted that students took more control of their learning process,
proposed methods of learning and exercised their agency. Aligned with Jay’s description in
Section 4.2.1, student-centered learning with digital technologies led to agentic learning of
students, and observing students becoming more agentic learners reinforced Yuri’s actions and
efforts in shifting her focus to students and strengthened her LTA. Larsen-Freeman (2019)
argued that teacher-student relationships are critical in cultivating learner agency, and in this
study, the teacher-student relationship takes an important role in fostering teacher agency as
well. Gao (2013) also proposed that agency enables learners to engage in their learning process,
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and reflexive/reflective thinking underpins the process. Yuri described how she encouraged
students’ critical reflection on their use of technologies.
I conducted a survey. After each project, I ask questions such as “How did the online
tools work for this activity?” “What was uncomfortable with this platform?” “Which
technologies would you like to use if we do a similar project?” I ask these questions, and
students now tell me what platform they prefer even before the activity starts. I try to
reflect their preferences in my lesson design. […] In that sense, it’s nice that the student
seems to have that kind of judgment [emphasis added]. (Yuri, Individual interview,
Translated from Korean)
As illustrated in the excerpt, Yuri involved students in making choices of digital technologies.
Thus, students had the ownership of decision making and opportunities to be part of the learning
design. She noted, “there was not the novelty effect in using the technologies because
technologies were already a part of students’ learning routines.” Yuri emphasized that students
had reflective, critical perspectives and could make judgments about how effective digital
technologies were. Therefore, Yuri’s critical approaches to technologies provided the conditions
for students exercising their own agency. Overall, the data indicate that digital technologies have
changed how Yuri and the students approach language learning and enabled both Yuri and the
students to exercise their agency. Yuri’s case exemplifies how learner agency and teacher agency
could interact with each other, and teacher agency can be promoted through students’ agentic
learning.
Meso: “My Life as an English Teacher Was Reborn”
As mentioned in Section 4.2.2.1, in 2018, Yuri was transferred to the school where she
was working at the time of the interview. Her present school is a renowned public research
school which is specially designed to conduct government-led research projects on innovative
education models (see Section 3.3.4). Therefore, Yuri described the school as supporting
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teachers to advance their instruction and implement technology support systems. She provided
descriptions of her school environment in using technologies as follows:
First of all, I can utilize student devices at any time as much as I want. There are about
200 students, but there are more devices than students. There are 120 Surfaces (tablet
PCs) and 80 iPads. We also recently got 10 Galaxy Books. There are 30 smartphones,
and there are two iMacs available at any time. In addition, there are about 40 to 50
desktop computers in the information rooms, which are open to students. We also have
auxiliary equipment, including pens for tablet PCs, earphones, mouse, virtual reality
gadgets, and gaming devices. When teachers need to use them, they can do so very easily
by signing up on the shared spreadsheet in advance. Then, the devices will be set up in
the morning of that day. This is possible because there is a tech center manager. This is a
system that can never be achieved when an individual teacher is asked to maintain it, but
our school structures the system in a way that teachers can concentrate on their
instructions as much as possible. (Yuri, Individual interview, Translated from Korean)
According to Yuri, compared to her previous school which lacked devices, her current school
was well equipped with abundant resources, including individual tablet PCs, iPad, mobile
phones, and open computer labs. In fact, there were more available devices than there were
students. There was also a technology center where an IT specialist supported teachers’ use of
technologies. Therefore, whereas Jay and Eugene stated that they struggled with setting up the
technologies in their classroom, Yuri had convenient access to digital devices for students. In the
interview, Yuri emphasized that the school managed the digital devices systematically through
the tech center. According to her, this system reduced the burden of individual teachers to
maintain the devices but allowed them to concentrate on designing instructional strategies with
the support of technologies. Accordingly, access to sufficient digital resources in the school were
the contributing factor to Yuri’s LTA in her use of technologies.
In addition to material resources available at the school, participatory school culture and
leadership were conducive to exercising teacher agency. The democratic leadership of the school
seemed indispensable for her exerting LTA in using technologies; she was given freedom to
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decide how to use them. Because school leaders guaranteed autonomous decisions of teachers,
she designed curriculum, syllabus, and assessment, and used technologies as she intended.
Most of all, she reported that sharing cultures among colleagues promoted and
transformed her LTA, as she “got many ideas about how to change [her] lessons by observing
[her] colleagues.” She stated that the school encouraged teachers to share their teaching
experiences and conduct action research collaboratively. In addition, as her colleagues routinely
used technologies, her students achieved a high level of digital literacy, which in turn supported
Yuri’s technology implementation. Yuri shared her stories with students’ digital competence. In
her first year at this school, when she was still not familiar with technologies, her students in
their second year helped her learn those digital tools.
In this context, her point of view toward lesson designing changed from the way it was in
her early career, as demonstrated in this excerpt from the action research report:
However, the fundamental perspective of approaching class instruction has changed
while gaining knowledge of various hardware, software, and web platforms that can be
used in class at [my school]. Technology was the tool that helped me to get rid of the guilt
for my class [emphasis added], which I have had for a long time. Using technologies,
individualized learning, learner-centered classes, process-oriented assessment, reflective
teaching practices, and instructional sharing became possible. It wasn't just about whether
I could do it, but my life as an English teacher and classes has been reborn. [emphasis
added] (Yuri, Document 2, Translated from Korean)
In a previous section, I described why she felt guilty about her class: the gap between her
desirable lessons and her actual classroom practices. In this excerpt, she described how
technologies enabled her to conduct her intended lessons and “[got] rid of guilt.” Access to
abundant material resources promoted her LTA in making pedagogical choices and designing the
purposeful lessons. Furthermore, Yuri highlighted “[her] life as an English teacher has been
reborn,” implying that using technologies afforded her the opportunities to transform her
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professional identity as well as pedagogies. Her interview account indicates that she reclaimed
her sense of agency, as she could undertake diverse teaching methodologies which she believed
to be effective. Compared to Yuri’s past environment (see Section 4.2.2.1), her transformed
actions and mindset in the new school is an example of how LTA actively interacts with the
ecological factors. It implies having an adequate environment is essential to promote LTA.
Macro: “I Am Hitting the Wall on the Legal System”
While Yuri illustrated her meso-level environment as affordance for her LTA, she
considered the governmental regulation as hindrance for her technology implementation,
indicating that it was the most difficult element. She stated:
As a person belonging to the Information and Technology Department at my school, I am
hitting the wall on the legal system. For example, there is a national guideline for
information security. Basically, there are mandatory regulations which must be
considered when using wireless network or cloud services in relation to security. [...] and
we are using technologies within the framework for educational purposes. […] The
regulations are rigid and work as obstacles.
For instance, private cloud platforms are only allowed for educational purposes
which involve students’ learning, and teachers can’t use the platforms for administrative
work in the teacher’s office. If teachers give feedback to students using their tablets in the
classroom, it’s considered instructional and legal, but if they use the desktop computers
in the office, it’s considered administrative and illegal. [..] It’s challenging to face these
issues. (Yuri, Individual interview, Translated from Korean)
Aligned with Jay’s comments, Yuri recounted that the rigid national guidelines, with undue
emphasis on security, did not allow teachers to use the cloud platforms on their office computers.
As increasing efficiency for her instructional and administrative work was one of the purposes of
using technologies, such regulations discouraged her from spontaneous activities and operated as
external constraints to exercise her LTA. She noted that there was a discrepancy between
teachers’ perceptions of educational activities and legal interpretation. This implies that although
governmental initiatives on digitizing school environments are underway, if the discrepancy
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continues, teachers who use technologies continue to encounter challenges to exert their LTA
within the fixed framework.
4.2.2.3

Projective: Envisioning the Teacher Professional Development Model
As envisioning technology integration into classrooms, in the short term, Yuri did not

expect much change in the field of language education, primarily due to unpreparedness in the
schools. According to Yuri, many secondary schools did not have any idea of how to utilize
technologies although they were funded to purchase digital devices.
In addition, she pointed out the divide among teachers. She distinguished two groups of
teachers: a pioneering group who adopts technologies fast in their classroom instruction and a
slow-paced group who takes time to accept them into the classroom. She underlined that current
teacher education programs are not supportive of enhancing teachers’ PD:
After all, teacher training programs still focus on flashy-looking game-based applications
like Kahoot and show off the novelty effect. There are gaps among teachers’ adaptability,
and a slow-paced group of teachers lag behind. (Yuri, Individual interview, Translated
from Korean)
In order to overcome the disparity among teachers according to their experience and perceptions,
Yuri suggested that teacher PD programs should be more focused on improving teaching quality,
exemplifying pedagogical models, and encouraging teachers’ critical examination of
technologies. For instance, compared to the current “event-like” classes, as described in the
above excerpt, Yuri envisioned that “there should be pedagogical models that can be generalized
among [teachers]” (Yuri, Individual interview) if more teachers use technologies and share their
experiences. In the long term, Yuri also foresaw that the development of digital technologies
would support teachers having challenges.
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All in all, Yuri depicted a vision of how language teachers should engage in PD and
adapt to the changes pertaining to technology implementation. Instead of focusing on learning
the functions of technologies or having more devices in schools, she paid attention to supporting
teachers to “critically analyze the benefits and weaknesses of technologies” (Yuri, Individual
interview) and use them for pedagogical purposes. In this way, she demonstrated her beliefs that
the gap between the pioneering group and the slow-paced group would be reduced. She stated
that focusing on the use of one or two online tools or platforms would not benefit teachers,
because everyone was situated in different school contexts. Her envisioning of the teacher PD
models offers implications for the current study, given that the ecological understanding of LTA
also aims to support teachers situated within diverse contexts.
4.2.2.4

Summary
In conclusion, it seems that the transfer to a new school significantly enhanced Yuri’s

perceived LTA. Along with the schools’ physical resources, the school culture was very
supportive of teachers’ initiatives. She stated that she could make decisions autonomously for
teaching and assessment with help of colleagues. In addition, students demonstrated agentic
learning styles. The school’s technologically rich culture apparently enabled both her and
students to exercise their agentive engagement with technologies. Throughout the interview, she
devoted many parts of her statement to explaining and giving examples of her school’s practices
and how the school environment served as affordances for her to act upon and unfold her agentic
movement, which seemed to promote her LTA. Figure 4.2 illustrates how her LTA achieved a
higher level of perceived agency in the practical-evaluative dimension, compared to her
iterational aspects. Her transformed actions and mindset in her current school seemed to mediate
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her projective dimensions, which she envisaged as a new direction for teacher PD. Yuri’s case
demonstrates the ways in which the shift in ecological conditions shapes individual teachers’
LTA.
Yuri’s LTA
Practical-evaluative
Macro-level
• Rigid governmental regulations

•

•

Iterational
Feeling guilty about her
teaching in her previous
school
Her transition to her current
school, which changed her
teaching practices

Meso-level
• Sufficient digital resources at
school
• School colleagues proficient
in and supportive of using
technologies
• Democratic leadership
Micro-level
• Students’ shift in mindset
and growth
• Students’ agentic learning
and critical reflection on
their technology use

•

•

Projective
Expecting a slow change in a
short term due to
government regulations,
lack of adequate teaching
models, and
unpreparedness in schools
Envisioning a paradigm shift
to pedagogically meaningful
implementation of
technologies.

Figure 4.2 The ecology of Yuri’s LTA
4.2.3
4.2.3.1

Ecology of Eugene’s LTA
Iterational: Uncomfortable with Technologies
Eugene was a newly appointed teacher, and it was his second year of teaching at the time

of the interview. During the individual interview, Eugene expressed his uncomfortable feeling
with technologies and described himself as “not a tech-savvy person.” In the interview, he stated
that when he tried to use digital tools in his classroom, he felt “anxious and pressured because
[his] technology literacy is not very high” (Eugene, Individual interview). Despite his discomfort
in using digital technologies for personal and classroom use, in his iterational dimension of the
ecology, there were two motives for adaptation of technologies for teaching. First, he noted that
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the popular discourse about societal changes pertaining to technological development imposed a
burden on him to keep up with the changes, as described in the following excerpt:
We are encountering the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and teachers need to improve
students’ digital literacy and their technology competence. So I have pressure to use these
kinds of technologies in order for students to get familiar with this. Plus, I feel like, as a
young newbie teacher, that I need to use this kind of new technologies, so that I am not
left behind in this era. (Eugene, Individual interview)
Here, Eugene expressed that not using technologies as a young teacher gave him a feeling of
being “left behind in this era.” It is presumable that the dominant discourses that emphasize the
role of education in advancing digital literacy of teachers and students put demands on individual
teachers like Eugene.
In addition to external forces, Eugene’s interest in pedagogical use of technologies
emerged through his first-hand experience during the teacher training sessions for newly
employed in-service teachers. According to Eugene, one of the instructors in the teacher training
program used Kahoot, and he was so intrigued that he decided to use that application for
students. Later in the classroom, he found that students liked it a lot, and their positive response
motivated him to try other technologies as well.
Therefore, the societal demands for improving students’ digital literacy and his first-hand
experience with technologies were the main drives for his LTA in past trajectories. In addition,
he explained that meeting the mentor teacher in the teaching training program resulted in him
joining the collaborative inquiry community, which made a difference in the way he used
technologies. In what follows, I will elaborate how his initial drives and actions have changed
over time in interplay with other ecological aspects.
4.2.3.2

Practical-evaluative: Present Actions and Environments
Micro: Engaging Students in Learning
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When Eugene was asked about the purpose of using technologies in language education,
as mentioned, one of the most important aspects he considered was to bring fun to English
classes because he thought “students are willing to learn when learning English is fun” (Eugene,
Individual interview). Accordingly, his use of technology pertained to engaging students by
incorporating fun elements to his lessons, as stated in the following excerpt:
And I think technology is something that can get students really engaged in learning
activities. For instance, every morning, I see students who are so absorbed in their
cellphones playing mobile games. […] So I thought about how I can use these interesting
devices in my classes so that students are absorbed in my classes. […] I used very basic
applications, and even with these basic applications, students became happy and seemed
to be motivated. (Eugene, Individual interview)
As Eugene observed students excessively using their mobile devices in their personal lives, he
got an idea that using technologies in his classes could captivate students, and in fact, Eugene
found them to be motivating for students. Throughout the individual interview, Eugene
emphasized that getting students motivated to learn language was a core pedagogical goal; in this
regard, his agentic choice of using technologies was aligned with his orientation as a language
teacher.
At the same time, Eugene started to question whether gamifying learning activities would
eventually foster students’ learning. According to him, although students’ reaction was explosive
when they were introduced to gamifying applications for the first time, such reaction did not last
long for fast-adapting students. Some students even commented that “we play too much game in
the classroom” (Eugene, Individual interview). He stated:
I thought that these applications became routine. Also, seeing the students who
participated in the game without any problems but encountered difficulties in doing
textbook activities, I felt the need for a systematic lesson design. Through collaborative
research, I wanted to design a student-centered class where students can learn English in
a fun and systematic way with the help of technology, beyond simply being fascinated by
the novelty of technology. (Eugene, Document 2, Translated from Korean)
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This quote is illustrative of how Eugene adjusted his views and approaches to technology
implementation. Although motivating students was the key element at the beginning, this view
shifted toward systematic integration as he found that gaming technologies did not lead to deeper
learning. Student-centeredness and engagement were the core values which seemed to shape his
micro-level LTA, but he also demonstrated the necessity of systematic integration of
technologies, which led him to join the collaborative inquiry community.
Furthermore, Eugene spoke about the consideration for the low-achieving students,
suggesting that technologies would give them additional opportunities:
The other reason is to reduce the number of students that are marginalized from the class,
especially the lower-level students. If the activity is fun, even students, who have lower
English proficiency, tend to be more active in the class. There are some students who are
very good at technology, but not that good at English, but they can somehow contribute
to the class. (Eugene, Individual interview)
Eugene pointed out that low-achieving students, “who are usually marginalized in the traditional
classroom” (Eugene, Individual interview), could be engaged in his classes when using
technologies. His remark corresponds with Jay’s description of his students: when students are
afforded a chance to exercise their talents, such opportunity led to their agentic learning in the
language classroom. Eugene also stated that students’ agentic learning expanded beyond the
classroom. When Eugene was asked how the use of technologies had influenced students’
learning, he shared the following:
I think students are positively influenced by the use of technology. For instance, there are
some vocabulary gaming applications where students can learn by themselves when they
are not at school. Unbelievably, there were some students who used those cards to learn
the vocabulary by themselves, even though I didn't give them any homework (Eugene,
Individual interview).
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Eugene explained that when students were given the chance for small but accumulative
achievement through games, such motivating opportunities encouraged them to practice
language even outside the classroom.
Eugene’s case illustrates how language teachers agentively seek to achieve their
pedagogical objectives through the observation of students’ interests and reactions. Eugene
“clearly [saw] alternative courses of action” (Priestley et al., 2015), and his choices were driven
by his beliefs about students and learning (Biesta et al., 2015), demonstrating a high-degree of
his LTA. In this study, all the participants indicated that students’ enthusiasm and their active
engagement was a motivating factor to implement technologies. This implies that student agency
interrelates closely with LTA; not only does student agency play a significant role in fostering
LTA, but agentive teachers can further cultivate students’ development of agency (Campbell,
2012).
Meso: “Using Technology is a Risk Factor”
In Document 1 (Eugene’s lesson plan), Eugene described his school environment in
detail. According to the document, his school did not have Wi-Fi or smart TV installed, and there
were no digital devices that could be provided to students. Each classroom was equipped with a
desktop and a projector, and the teacher’s laptop can be connected to the projector. During
school hours, students were supposed to turn in their cellphones. Therefore, when Eugene
wanted to conduct the class with students’ own devices, one of the students brought the
cellphones from the teacher’s office and gave them out before his class started. Approximately
two out of 20 students did not have their cellphones.
Under such circumstances, Eugene had to take excessive measures to ensure that students
could participate in the technology-integrated lessons although they did not have or bring their
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cellphones. In Document 1, Eugene discussed the necessary steps to prepare for technology
implementation. First, he conducted student surveys to identify students’ readiness, such as their
access to devices, wireless Internet access, and operating systems of their devices. Following the
survey, he made appropriate measures; for instance, he prepared extra devices that could be lent
to students without a smartphone, or assigned group or pair work when one device per person
was not secured. He also shared a mobile connection by hotspot or tethering, so that students
without Wi-Fi connection had mobile access. He also had to instruct students to download the
necessary applications in advance.
Compared to Yuri, whose school was well-equipped with technologies and had an IT
manager in charge of managing the facilities, Eugene’s case demonstrates the challenges that
individual teachers in low-resourced schools typically encounter when incorporating
technologies. As such, Eugene described that “using technology is a risk factor” (Eugene,
individual interview). Particularly, he emphasized that the BYOD strategy widened the digital
divide among students, contrary to his original intentions, and made him hesitate to use
technologies. He stated:
One of the reasons I wanted to use technology is to reduce the number of students who
are marginalized. However, only because they do not have enough data, only because
they do not have good enough cellphones, some students are excluded from the class.
Their phones are too old to run certain programs. If they all have the same devices and
the data is sufficient, I don't have to consider all these kinds of variances. (Eugene,
Individual interview)
As described in the excerpt, Eugene expected to reduce the learning gap among students by using
technologies, but the digital divide among students’ own devices resulted in marginalizing some
students without appropriate devices. Therefore, Eugene highlighted the importance of providing
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students with digital devices in schools, to maximize students’ learning opportunities and to
minimize teachers’ risk-taking.
In addition to material resources at his school, the school curriculum seems to be one of
the factors that shaped his LTA. He indicated that there was a difference in school curriculum for
the first-year and the second-year students, and it affected how he used technologies:
For first-year students, because it's a Free Semester, they do not have any mid-term or
final exams. So I can more freely use technology because I don’t have to finish the
lessons until a certain period. However, for the second-year students, I unfortunately
cannot use as much technology as I want because they need to take the exams anyway
and other teachers do not use technologies. […] I had to prepare them for the written
tests. (Eugene, Individual interview)
In the excerpt, the “Free-Semester” refers to the educational policy that flexibly operates school
curriculum during one semester of the curriculum in a junior high school (Lee, 2016), so that
students can find their aptitude and talents free from the burden of examination. As the first-year
students were exempted from taking required formal examinations, Eugene felt less burden to
employ technologies due to a flexible timeline and curriculum operation. However, the secondyear curriculum was more oriented to “prepare [students] for the test”; therefore, it was not
compatible with technology integration from Eugene’s perspective. In addition, the fact that
“other students or teachers do not use technologies” also made Eugene refrain from using
technologies. This implies that using technologies was not expected in his school culture. This
shows a contrast to the case of Yuri, whose colleagues actively used technologies. Hence,
Eugene’s case demonstrates that insufficient material resources as well as test-oriented school
curriculum and culture acted as structural barriers to exercising his LTA
Although internal conditions of the school constrained Eugene’s LTA, in his expanded
circle of meso-level environment, what prompted his LTA and encouraged him to overcome the
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challenges was through access to the collaborative inquiry community where he could meet Jay
and Yuri. In Section 4.2.3.1, Eugene described himself as incompetent in using technologies in
his own life and in the classroom. Although he was attracted to the idea of using technologies in
his classroom, he struggled with applying them into his teaching practices because of the school
environment and his insufficient digital literacy. As a teacher who had only two years of teaching
experience, it was not easy to use technologies in under-resourced school contexts. He had to
negotiate with his school leader, colleagues, and even with students, because some students or
parents were not comfortable with using personal cellphones in school.
Jay and Yuri, who had more experience in teaching with technologies, spent a lot of time
supporting Eugene’s application of technologies. In order to take action, Eugene started to learn
the basics, such as how to mirror his cellphone with a classroom monitor. Throughout the year of
participating in collaborative inquiry, he became more competent in employing technologies in
his classroom, as moral support and practical suggestions from Jay and Yuri motivated him to
continue to pursue his pedagogical goals. He also remarked that collaborative inquiry with Jay
and Yuri helped him to “go beyond [his] comfort zone” (Eugene, Document 2). As mentioned,
Eugene thought that “using technology is a risk factor” (Eugene, Individual interview) and
stated, “I wouldn’t have dared to try using them because you do not have much motivation in
school to take risks” (Eugene, Individual interview). Therefore, Eugene attributed his source of
motivation to the collaborative inquiry community where he could gain technological
competence and constant support. It can be assumed that he might not have been able to achieve
the high level of agency without joining the collaborative inquiry community. This implies that
for novice teachers like Eugene, regularly interacting with more experienced teachers and getting
their moral and pedagogical support can promote their agency.
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To sum up, despite the environmental constraints in his school setting, Eugene constantly
confronted the challenges through his own efforts and support from the collaborative inquiry
community. As he was getting more comfortable with using technologies, compared to his past
discomfort as described in Section 4.2.3.1, he could exert his LTA while overcoming meso-level
challenges. Eugene framed the struggles as an opportunity for achievement: “If I did not make an
effort in the limited environment, I would not be able to use technologies well even if I was
situated in a well-resourced environment” (Eugene, Individual interview). His case illustrates
that LTA is not always generated by affluent affordances of the environment but also can be
derived from addressing and overcoming structural constraints.
Macro: Test-Oriented Education System
In the previous section, Eugene noted that his school curriculum, which was oriented to
“preparing for the test” (Eugene, Individual interview), was not compatible with his purpose of
using technologies. Along the same line, he stated that the Korean educational system, which put
emphasis on college entrance or standardized examinations, hindered language teachers pursuing
communicative language teaching. According to him:
I think the college admission system or entrance exams need to change to improve
English education. Because as long as students aim to get a good grade for the College
Scholastic Ability Test or get a perfect score on the official English examination such as
TOEIC or TOEFL to go to a good university, no matter how well the technology is
implemented, the purpose of using technologies in English classes will be to prepare for
those exams. [...] As I said earlier, I think that English should be taught as a medium of
culture and communication, and this is the area I would like to teach on with the help of
technologies. However, if the system does not change fundamentally, it will be difficult.
(Eugene, Individual interview, Translated from Korean)
Here, Eugene’s comment on the need to teach English as a medium of culture and
communication seems to imply his view of digital technologies as a tool that mediates
intercultural communication. As such, he expressed his concerns that the purpose of technology
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implementation would follow the test-oriented educational system rather than fostering teachers
in realizing their pedagogical goals. This implies that dissonance between teachers’ orientation
and the national education system reduces opportunities for teachers’ agentic decision making,
and in turn, agential possibilities are constrained by the macro-level test-oriented paradigm
(Campbell, 2012).
4.2.3.3

Projective: Digitalization and Sustainability
During the individual interview, Eugene conjectured that the current school environment

pertaining to technology implementation would not drastically change in the foreseeable future,
because of the conservative public school system. However, he predicted that once classroom
environments were digitalized, it would serve as the momentum to change general language
education, as it would shift teachers’ mindsets or the ways in which they approach language
teaching. For instance, his mindset shifted as he observed students using AI translators for
writing assignments, and he supposed that, when technologies would be able to translate simple
conversations, language education might turn into liberal education, such as global citizenship
education or cultural studies. In addition, Eugene underlined that, as digital technologies became
indispensable elements of our daily lives, schools should adapt to such changes, drawing a
comparison between the school contexts and the corporate contexts. He said, “most of the
companies now use their mobile phones or tablets to do most of their work, and I think it’s right
for schools to change that way, too” (Eugene, Individual interview). As discussed in Section
4.2.3.1, his view consistent with the popular discourse of technological advancement seemed to
both reflect and endorse his LTA.
Notably, during the individual interview, Eugene pointed out sustainability issues as
consideration for technology integration into the school system. He foresaw that technology
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implementation would save resources wasted in the schools; for instance, many educational
activities such as sending a notice to parents or collecting student surveys conducted in a paper
format could be replaced by the digital format. However, he emphasized the sustainable use of
digital equipment because the expanded use of technologies might cause rapid depletion of
energy and materials if devices were poorly maintained. In discussing the future educational
landscape in literature, while digitalization is considered a key element (Selwyn, 2012),
sustainability is often neglected; therefore, his projection provides us some food for thought.
Eugene’s envisioning of technological advancement such as machine translators
influenced how he perceived the future orientation of language education; however, it less
influenced how he actually exerted his LTA in the present context because he foresaw that the
changes would happen slowly and take longer. Nevertheless, the discourse about societal
changes and his observation of students’ use of technologies kept him interested in using
technologies for his lessons, which seemed to serve as a springboard for shaping his LTA.
4.2.3.4

Summary
In Section 4.2.3, I discussed how Eugene, as a novice teacher, shaped his LTA in

interaction with his intramural and extramural resources. As constraints for his LTA, he pointed
out his low technological competence in his iterative dimension and the low-resourced school
environment at the meso level; however, he leveraged his social resources such as the
collaborative inquiry community to overcome personal challenges. In addition, macro-level
discourses about education and technology development served as both promoting and hindering
factors. Although he espoused the belief that schools should adapt to societal changes such as
prevalence of digital technologies in students’ daily lives and corporate contexts, the test- and
competition-oriented education system would discourage teachers from pursuing such changes.
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Figure 4.3 provides the overall depiction of how his LTA was shaped through such micro-,
meso-, and macro-level ecologies along with his past experience and future aspirations.
Eugene’s LTA
Practical-evaluative
Macro-level
• Test-oriented education system

•
•
•

Iterational
Discomfort in using
technologies
The societal demands for
improving students’ and
teachers’ digital literacy
First-hand experience at
teacher training for newly
employed in-service
teachers

Meso-level
• Insufficient material and
sociocultural resources at
school
• Moral and practical support
from collaborative inquiry
community members
Micro-level
• Lower-level students’
increased engagement and
motivation

•

•
•

Projective
Digital technologies as
indispensable elements of
our daily lives and
education
Envisioning schools’
environmental change
Envisioning a paradigm shift
from test-oriented language
teaching to teaching
language as medium of
culture

Figure 4.3 The ecology of Eugene’s LTA
4.3

Enactment of LTA: Description of Technology Use in the Classroom Practices
In Section 4.2, I presented my analysis of the ecological conditions of each participant to

describe how they interacted with the development of LTA. In Section 4.3, I report on how the
participants’ LTA was actually acted out in their classroom practices under their ecological
conditions, addressing research question 2. First, I will briefly recapitulate the participants’
orientation with regard to language education and technology use. Then, the following sections
will present how the participants took action in efforts to actualize their orientations and what
kinds of digital tools they chose. These sections are organized by identified themes: (1) teaching
pronunciation (Section 4.3.2); (2) self-paced and personalized learning (Section 4.3.3); (3)
communication, collaboration, and peer learning (Section 4.3.4); (4) learning management for
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process-oriented learning (Section 4.3.5); and (5) assessment (Section 4.3.6). Lastly, I will
discuss how the ecologies influenced the classroom practices.
4.3.1

Orientation for Language Education with Technologies
In this section, I will review the participant’s pedagogical goals for language education in

addition to their objectives for using technology, discussed in Section 4.2. These goals and
objectives will serve as a guide to understand their actual use of technologies.
First, Jay demonstrated that his orientations for language education were twofold: to
enhance communication skills and unfold students’ talents through learning a foreign language.
Along with his pedagogical goals, he stated that his purpose of using technologies in language
education was “to motivate his students in class” and “to provide background which [his]
students can perform and use language” (Jay, Individual interview). According to Jay, in the EFL
context, students do not have sufficient exposure to English and thus are less likely to learn
English. In order to engage students in learning, he emphasized that it is important to bring
additional materials outside textbooks and provide students with extended opportunities to
actually use the language even in EFL settings; he demonstrated his beliefs that digital
technologies could enhance those areas. Therefore, his objectives for language teaching with
technologies can be summarized as expanding the opportunities for communication and language
use and facilitating students’ involvement in his classroom.
Second, Yuri stated that her goal for teaching EFL is to “make sure that students are able
to use English in their lives and enjoy learning it” (Yuri, Individual interview). According to her,
if students achieve a certain level of proficiency through public education, individual students
can pursue their own purposes of learning a foreign language through voluntary learning. She
stated that technologies aid in achieving this goal, and she uses digital technologies a lot to
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personalize learning experiences. It seems that that Yuri’s teaching practice aims to guide
students to positive fulfilment both personally and academically. To do that, in Document 4, she
stated that paying attention to individual students’ achievement, talents, and interests is crucial.
Therefore, her use of technologies and lesson planning is oriented toward providing personalized
learning tasks and feedback.
Third, Eugene provided three major pedagogical aims: arousing students’ motivation,
minimizing student alienation, and teaching English as a medium of communication and culture
(Eugene, Document 1). Given that students had limited exposure to language in EFL contexts, he
believed that if students feel interested in his class, they would be able to learn language
voluntarily. In addition, as there was a disparity among students’ language proficiency, low
achievers were often marginalized from English classes, and he aimed to actively engage them in
his classes. In alignment with his pedagogical orientation, he stated that his purpose of using
digital technologies in language education was to provide fun learning activities that “students
can really engage in” (Eugene, Individual interview). However, in response to the interview
question whether he thought his pedagogical goals were compatible with his use of technologies,
he said, “honestly, I have not yet used technology to help students learn how to communicate.
My use of technology mainly focused on arousing their motivation and interest” (Eugene,
Individual interview). This shows that his use of technology could not encompass all his areas of
interest.
Across the individual interviews, the participants demonstrated commonalities and
variances in their purposes for language education and technology use. For instance, Jay and
Eugene identified that motivating students is an important goal of their teaching. This is
connected with their perceived limitations of EFL contexts in which students’ access to language
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is reduced. Similarly, Yuri also highlighted that the important role of English education in a
school context was to make students enjoy learning so that it could lead to their voluntary
language learning. In this regard, the participants aimed to expand the language use opportunities
in and beyond the classroom. In what follows, I will present the actual use of technologies by
three teachers, including the perceived benefits and limitations of technologies, organized by the
recurring themes across individual cases.
4.3.2

Teaching Pronunciation
As EFL teachers, Jay and Eugene felt challenged with teaching pronunciation when

teaching speaking, because of difficulties with providing individual feedback to a large number
of students. Jay said “I don't have enough time to go over and check everyone because there are
24 students. In a 45 minute-class, I could have only 2 minutes per student.” Eugene also
remarked that he rarely taught how to pronounce English words in speaking classes before using
technologies, because he could not teach how to pronounce every single word. However, he was
still concerned that students’ pronunciation might not be intelligible. Eugene found a speech-totext applications conducive to students’ pronunciation practice, as follows:
I used [the speech-to-text function of several applications] to make students practice
their pronunciation. If their pronunciation is good enough, the application will record it
correctly, and if it isn't it wouldn't. [...] They finally found a way to pronounce [newly
learned] words in the right way. (Eugene, Individual interview)
Eugene additionally pointed out the observed efficacy of such technologies: if the application
can transcribe what students said, students’ pronunciation can also be assumed to be intelligible
to other English speakers. Through this practice, Eugene did not have to give direct feedback to
each student’s pronunciation. In the process of using the speech-to-text applications, he observed
that the students sharply discovered the phonetic and phonological features of English in contrast
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to Korean, such as stress and differences in the pronunciation of “r” and “l.” In a similar fashion,
Jay used the speech-to-text applications to have students practice pronunciation, as described in
this projective dimension, and found that the technologies provide “endless chances to practice”
(Jay, Individual interview) and instant feedback when teachers could not check every student’s
speaking. Hence, in Eugene and Jay’ classrooms, digital technologies compensated for the
insufficient opportunities for practice and feedback in learning pronunciation.
4.3.3

Self-Paced and Personalized Learning
As mentioned in the previous chapter regarding Yuri’s ecology, Yuri indicated her focus

of teaching is personalizing learning experiences. In this section, I will present more examples of
how she used technologies to provide personalized activities.
For instance, Yuri said technologies enabled students to adjust the pace and amount of
learning according to their level. When she presented a video as pre-reading material, she
compared the students’ individual watching to whole-class screening:
For instance, even if students watch the same video, they watch it differently. Some
students put on subtitles, but some students don’t. Students can rewatch the video to
understand better. Students also learn different expressions from the video. (Yuri,
Individual interview, Translated from Korean)
In addition, Yuri inserted discussion questions or comprehension questions into videos and made
them interactive using the online platform, so that she could track students’ learning efficiently
by collecting students’ answers, automatically grading them, and providing feedback. In addition
to the available videos online, she recorded her own instructional videos and uploaded them to
YouTube, so that students could refer to them at any time.
Similar to Yuri, Eugene provided students with instructional videos that he recorded. He
also utilized the vocabulary learning platform called ClassCard, through which students learn
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English vocabulary at their own pace through gaming or testing. Eugene indicated that the
biggest advantage of self-paced learning with digital tools is to take students’ learning beyond
the classroom: “By creating a self-learning environment through technology, students who are
interested or willing to learn English can study on their own” (Eugene, Document 1).
Both Yuri and Eugene extensively used technologies for students’ own learning, and
according to their observations, it facilitated students’ autonomous learning beyond the
classroom.
4.3.4

Communication, Collaboration, and Peer Learning
All the participants indicated that the ease of communication and collaboration among

students or between a teacher and students are benefits offered by technologies. Eugene utilized
online platforms such as Padlet, Mentimeter, or Google Jamboard for in-class communication to
collect students’ learning outcomes and share them with the whole class through a screen. He
commented on the advantages as follows:
[...] anonymity is guaranteed, allowing students to write their answers more freely.
Students can refer to the well-written answers of other students, and we can take a look at
expressions that students often make mistakes with. (Eugene, Document 1, Translated
from Korean)
As illustrated, online platforms foster interactive peer learning as well as teachers’ prompt
feedback. In addition, according to Eugene, digital platforms allowed real-time collaboration
among students. He compared online writing experiences to his previous paper-based teaching;
because digital platforms indicated the contribution of each student, it gave students
accountability for group work and thus facilitated collaboration. In addition, it allowed students
to work on the same document at the same time.
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Similarly, Yuri described that the peer feedback process became more efficient with
technologies:
When students give peer feedback on other students’ presentations, using paper was
inefficient; however, as we use the online platform, students could deliver their feedback
in real time, and the presenter received it right after their presentation. Then, students
started to listen to their classmates’ presentations very carefully and write meaningful
feedback (Yuri, Individual interview, Translated from Korean).
Again, in alignment with Eugene, Yuri emphasized that compared to the traditional way of
giving feedback using paper, digital platforms enabled real-time feedback among students. She
stated that the easier process of sharing feedback empowered students to become considerate
peer reviewers. Figure 4.4. presents the examples of Eugene’s (Jamboard) and Yuri’s use
(Padlet) of digital tools for fostering communication and collaboration in class. Jay also stated
that he used communication tools such as Jamboard or Hangout, and his use of such tools was
integrated with the learning management system (LMS), elaborated in the next section.

Figure 4.4 Digital tools for communication and collaboration (Document 3)
4.3.5

Learning Management
Both Jay and Yuri deployed the LMS offered by private companies. Jay elucidated why

the LMS could be useful for teachers as follows:
LMS (Google Classroom) is a powerful learning tool that makes it very convenient to
distribute assignments, conduct process-oriented evaluation, grade, provide feedback, and
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communicate among students and between students and teachers. (Jay, Document 2,
Translated from Korean)
As described in the previous section, the participants said that digital platforms supported
communication and collaboration. Jay emphasized that LMS could integrate such elements into
one platform; thus, it provides strong collaborating functions and enhances teachers’ work
efficiency. Having acknowledged the convenience of LMS, Jay and Yuri incorporated it into
designing process-oriented learning and assessment. In Document 2, Jay provided his teaching
examples of assigning process-oriented writing tasks integrated with LMS (see Figure 4.5). He
used LMS to provide writing guidance, feedback to individual students, and grades.

Figure 4.5 Jay’s use of LMS for process-oriented writing (Document 3)
Jay, reminiscent of Yuri and Eugene, contrasted a paper-based writing assignment and a processoriented writing assignment using LMS, underlining its convenience and efficiency:
If a process-oriented writing is conducted on paper, the process of collecting students’
products, writing down feedback, and redistributing them must be repeated, which can be
a considerable burden. However, with LMS, you can provide feedback directly to
students’ files while they are working. All of this content is saved and can be checked
later, so it is considered to be well suited to the aspect of process-oriented assignments.
(Jay, Document 2, Translated from Korean)
Jay also added that in order to use LMS for the whole school, he created accounts for all the
students in his school. Yuri employed another LMS platform called Teams, which was already
set up and used widely in her school. She used it to communicate with students, provide
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feedback on students’ written work, distribute learning materials, and promote students’
collaboration in a similar fashion as Jay did.
Nevertheless, Jay pointed out the predicament of using LMS in his classroom; because
students might use their cellphones or mobile devices for irrelevant activities, he needed to
continuously monitor the students. Similarly, Eugene often commented on his concerns about
difficulties with monitoring students’ work as they work on their own devices. In contrast,
Yuri’s school adopted the classroom management system in addition to LMS. Yuri was
reassured because of utilization of the classroom management system. She introduced the
classroom management tool in Document 2:
An iPad application, Classroom, helps teachers manage student devices. Using this app,
teachers can mirror students’ screens on a classroom monitor, which enables them to
share their work with the whole class and give feedback. It also allows the sharing of
documents between teacher and students easily. (Yuri, Document 2, Translated from
Korean)
Her utilization of the classroom management system was possible because her school provided
students with devices and installed this application in advance (see Section 4.2.2.2.2).
4.3.6

Assessment
As learning management became easier with digital technologies, the three teachers

showed ambivalent attitudes toward using technologies for assessment.
Yuri stated that her use of technologies in conducting assessments was encouraged in her
school “if technologies were used to enhance the quality of lessons” (Yuri, Individual interview).
Eugene used technologies for formative or low-stakes assessment. For instance,
according to the individual interview, he gave formative tests using Google survey to collect
students’ answers, or ClassCard which automatically grades students’ input. However, he said
that using technologies was only for assistive purposes. He demonstrated that assessment with
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technologies could be “controversial” (Eugene, Individual interview) because students were
using various devices, and “there was a room for other variables beside an English proficiency”
(Eugene, Individual interview).
Jay expressed similar concerns. He incorporated technologies in his evaluation plan, but
as a very small percentage. For instance, he gave points if students succeeded with dictating their
speaking with a transcribing application. However, it was only to encourage students’ attempt
and participation, and he flexibly managed the evaluation. He said that conducting assessment
with technologies was “too much of stress” (Jay, Individual interview). He stated:
Technologies work well sometimes but don’t work sometimes. We have to think about
crashing down, and sometimes there could be a bad network connection. There are just
too many factors that are out of my control. (Jay, Individual interview)
Both Jay and Eugene commented on the inconsistent and unstable affordability of technologies,
which could be detrimental to conducting a high-stakes evaluation. Thus, they demonstrated
negative opinions about incorporating technologies into their assessment, as opposed to Yuri’s
case.
4.3.7

Summary: The Relationship between Ecology and Classroom Practices
In Section 4.3, I demonstrated how the participants use technologies for their pedagogical

goals, to discuss the interaction between the ecologies of LTA and actual classroom practices. As
described in 4.3.1, the participants’ orientations are recapitulated as (1) overcoming the
limitations of learning English in the EFL context by providing extended opportunities and
promoting intercultural communication, (2) fostering individual students’ achievement through
personalized learning, (3) engaging students in learning, and (4) rendering learning management
more efficient. With this in mind, teachers’ practices were in fulfillment of their orientations. For
example, to overcome the limited opportunities for language practice, Jay and Eugene used
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online transcribers. In addition, students were engaged in learning through interactive
collaboration with their peers. All the participants indicated their use of digital technologies
made the learning management more efficient, so that they could save energy and take a processoriented approach to tasks with personalized feedback.
Nevertheless, in understanding LTA, as well as what was possible, what was not possible
is a critical aspect. For instance, the difference in school contexts between Yuri’s school and that
of the two other teachers resulted in the contrasting attitude toward incorporating technologies in
assessment. In addition, Eugene stated that although he hoped to foster students’ intercultural
communication through telecommunication, he could not achieve the goal because of
challenging settings at his school. This implies that teachers seek to “maneuver among
repertoires” (Emirbayer & Mische, 1998), involving a process of selection from possible options.
Therefore, the participants’ classroom practices exemplify that LTA is exercised for what is
possible, and the ecology can come into play when deciding what is possible. In conclusion,
when enacting LTA, demonstrated by their classroom practices, language teachers’ goals and
purposes took a significant role in guiding the directions for their actions; at the same time,
teachers’ goals as well as their decision for enactment were in dynamic interplay with their
ecological conditions.
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Chapter 5: Collectively Mediated LTA through Collaborative Inquiry
Community
5.1

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the language teachers’ collaborative actions

through involvement in a collaborative inquiry community, exploring responses to research
question 3. How do Korean EFL teachers shape and exercise their agency through collaborative
inquiry? All the participants—Jay, Yuri, and Eugene—belonged to the collaborative inquiry
community, called “Technology to Facilitate Learning,” in which they discussed the pedagogical
use of technologies in language classrooms. Therefore, each teachers’ engagement in PD is
nested within the collaborative inquiry community as a case. The objectives and processes of
their collaborative inquiry was described in Section 3.2.2. Chapter 4 was devoted to portraying
the ecologies of individual LTA by presenting each case. This chapter addresses how the LTA of
individual teachers interacted within the collaborative inquiry community and how it influenced
the teachers’ courses of action. In what follows, I will present the themes generated through
analyzing the data mainly from the focus group interview and collaboratively created documents.
5.2

Shared Teacher Beliefs: “Technology Is Only a Tool”
According to Priestley et al. (2015), teacher beliefs constitute a major role in shaping

teacher agency, as they play a part in “not only how teachers understand the situation they are in
but also give their actions a sense of direction” (p. 38). In analyzing the data, I found the
similarity in beliefs articulated across the individual interviews. I explored the shared beliefs
about the role of digital technologies in language education to see how these beliefs influenced
the courses of action, through excerpts from diverse sources:
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I don’t think running after technology should be our goal. Our goal is using technology to
help our students achieve their goals in class, and we should focus more on how to use
technology to achieve goals, not trying this and that and “wow, this is fun” kind of
attitude. Smart devices are just there to help me. They are not the goals [emphasis added].
(Jay, Individual interview)
Although I have used the technologies for a year, I observed the cases when it was like
putting the cart before the horse. Even when I did not need to use technologies, I found
myself using them. I believe the focus should be using technologies for classes [emphasis
added], not classes for using technologies. (Eugene, Individual interview, Translated
from Korean)
Technologies are meaningful when they are used for other pedagogical choices. [...] I
believe they are just tools [emphasis added]. As I proceeded with my collaborative
inquiry, I realized that technology implementation should be well grounded, and I should
consider the fundamental elements of lesson design. As I probe meaningful ways of using
technologies, I keep questioning myself, “how should I change my lessons?” (Yuri,
Individual interview, Translated from Korean)
Even though the individual interviews were conducted separately, the participants’ beliefs about
technology corresponded to one another; all of them conceived that “technology is only a tool,”
which bolstered their pedagogical pursuits in language classrooms. In particular, Jay emphasized
that “having computers or digital devices does not always mean technology-enhanced learning”
(Jay, Focus group interview). Therefore, they put student learning and achievement in the center
of their pedagogical goals and were wary of using technology for the sake of giving chase to
cutting-edge technologies. This finding leads to a question of how they constructed such beliefs.
During the focus group interview, the participants described how they discussed the ways
in which they negotiated the different interests and levels of technological competencies at the
beginning of their collaborative inquiry process and how they established a common ground
about the role of digital technologies for the classrooms, as follows:
Kyuyun: How did you set your collective goals for this PD program at the beginning of
the program?
Yuri:

When we met for the first time, we aimed at finding ways in which teachers
can use educational technologies more efficiently for their administrative work,
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particularly in alignment with regulations, develop instructional models that
suit our teaching objectives, and look for teaching examples that utilize
technologies with purposes beyond Kahoot.
Kyuyun: Among the activities or discussions you have done while participating in this
collaborative inquiry community, how did you adjust or negotiate your
interests to meet other people’s needs as well?
Eugene: At first, what I thought about technologies for education was like Kahoot or
Class Card, but on the first day, two others suggested moving beyond those
tools. I was a little frustrated (laughter). I wondered if I could do these things
in my school, and I tried to adjust to that decision. I didn’t want to be left
behind by what two teachers can do. (Focus group interview, Translated from
Korean)
Both Eugene and Yuri commented on Kahoot with remarks such as “utilize technologies with
purposes beyond Kahoot.” Kahoot is a game-based learning platform that provides students with
an opportunity to engage in content knowledge through a competitive gameplay format of
quizzes (Licorish et al., 2018). Although the participants reported that fun, game-like learning
platforms were motivating to students, they recognized that technologies had greater potential in
language education. Thus, they formed a mutual understanding that it was necessary to move
beyond the novelty effect of technologies and delve into pedagogical considerations for
technology choice and to align their pedagogical goals with their technology implementation.
Furthermore, the interaction among the three participants revealed that Eugene, a teacher
who had two years of teaching, seemed to be influenced by Yuri and Jay, who had more than
five years of experience. In the above excerpt, Eugene pointed out how his experiences with and
thoughts about technologies emerged in this community: “What I thought about technologies for
education was like Kahoot or ClassCard, but on the first day, two others suggested moving
beyond those tools. I was a little frustrated (laughter).” Here, although Eugene reported he was
frustrated, his positive tone with laughter indicated his amusement or positive surprise rather
than disappointment, implying his willingness to accept the suggestion and challenge his
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previous teaching practices. When they discussed their goals for collaborative action research, it
was seen that their involvement in the collaborative inquiry community elicited their collective
beliefs. In what follows, I will discuss how their mutual beliefs foregrounded their LTA and
actually guided their changes in action.
5.3

Collaboratively Constructed Courses of Action
As illustrated in the previous section, participating teachers demonstrated their shared

beliefs about the role of digital technologies in the language classroom. Teacher beliefs form an
important dimension of teacher agency, as they may guide the actions deliberately and
spontaneously. For instance, when the participants were asked if there was any change in their
teaching practices related specifically to the use of technology as a result of their participation in
the collaborative inquiry community, the following discussion progressed during the focus group
interview:
Kyuyun: Is there any change in your teaching practices that happened as you participate
in this PD program and collaborative inquiry community?
Eugene: I used technologies when students got bored during the class. I used to tell my
students, “let’s do Kahoot or Quizlet” from time to time, but now I learned
useful features that can play a major role in my lessons. So, I become able to
integrate technologies effectively into my lessons [emphasis added] instead of
using technologies to show off.
Jay:

To me, motivating students was the most important aspect of using technologies,
so I vaguely aimed at achieving lesson objectives in addition to motivating my
students. However, I learned how I should systematically deploy technologies
[emphasis added] at the right place and timing when designing lessons according
to achieving class objectives.

Yuri:

In my case, I began to use technologies less frequently compared to what I did
last year. Last year, I decided on the platforms first and then designed the
lessons just because I thought the platform looked useful. This year, we not only
inquired about technology integration but also met teachers who shared their
own inquiry about extensive reading, personalization, or project-based learning.
Consequently, I began to think it’s more important to consider the fundamental
elements of a lesson or evaluation from a larger perspective, and then implement
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technologies selectively [emphasis added]. (Focus group interview, Translated
from Korean)
In the above, Jay, Yuri, and Eugene denoted the shifts in their teaching practices. They
commonly mentioned that systematic or selective deployment of technologies according to their
teaching objectives was a substantial change. Particularly, they compared their current practices
achieved through collaborative inquiry to their past practices, in which they put priority on
captivating elements of technologies (Jay and Eugene) or considered superficial elements of
technologies (Yuri). Their transformed actions seemed to be guided by their collectively
established beliefs that “technology is only a tool” or “moving beyond the novelty effect,” which
were mentioned in the previous section; through the lens of these mindsets, they could make
deliberate choices for their actions.
Yuri also elaborated how the collaborative inquiry community enabled them to reorient
their teaching practices. First, the participants’ collaborative inquiry community actively
interacted with other communities involving various pedagogical interests (e.g., extensive
reading, personalization, or project-based learning) through the nesting PD program as described
in the above excerpt, and the interchange of ideas prompted them to broaden their perspectives to
the elements of lesson design rather than to focus on the elements of technology. Eugene also
commented that “listening to the know-how and experiences shared by the teachers in the PD
program, I began to critically reflect upon my classes and find things to improve,” describing
that diverse lesson ideas shared in the PD program broaden his horizon. Second, Yuri said that
they were able to collaboratively analyze technologies because the members shared their
experiences with diverse platforms. Yuri stated that:
At first, as we used online platforms provided by different companies, I wanted to
compare them. As they are competing with each other, each platform should have its own
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advantages and weaknesses. Hence, we can compare and selectively use the tools from
each platform instead of taking one side [emphasis added]. (Yuri, Focus group interview,
Translated from Korean)
Particularly, Yuri was concerned about teachers “taking one side,” describing that some teacher
groups were fond of a specific corporate product. As van Leeuwen (2015) indicated, many of the
educational tools we use such as PowerPoint were created based on the needs and interests of
corporations. Yuri and the other members attempted to avoid advocating particular technologies,
but rather focused on critical analysis of them through collaborative reflection. As the members
compared and contrasted available technologies, they could reflect upon their own uses as well
as selectively choose the most appropriate ones to their lessons and school contexts. Yuri
described what changes happened through collaborative learning:
Now that I know more about technologies and understand their characteristics better, I
became able to use them selectively and reflectively and consider what is more
appropriate. In the past, if there was something that looked good, I just used it because I
didn’t really know about it and could not critically evaluate or compare. (Yuri, Focus
group interview, Translated from Korean)
To sum up, the data presented in this section indicate that teachers leveraged their
collaborative inquiry to transform their teaching practices. This implies that the inquiry
community offered a space for collaborative reflection, critical analysis of technologies, and
deliberate actions—which in turn promoted the LTA of teachers in integrating technologies into
their pedagogical choices. This finding corroborates the findings of previous literature (Butler &
Schnellert, 2012), which suggests the significance of having common values to sustain coregulated engagement in inquiry and strategically direct activities, which lead to meaningful
shifts in practice and improved agency.
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5.4

Agentic Response to Ecology: Teacher as a Change Agent
Another major finding was the participants’ enactment of their agency to make changes

to their ecologies in order to implement technologies. As described in the individual cases, Jay
and Eugene demonstrated limited resources in their school environment, while Yuri was situated
in a well-resourced school. Previous studies on Korean EFL teachers’ perceptions and practices
of technology integration highlighted that the major factors inhibiting teachers’ practices were
environmental constraints such as limited access to computer facilities, an insufficient number of
devices, unstable Internet connection, or curricular constraints (Park & Son, 2009; Lee, 2016);
however, the participants in this study exercised their LTA to circumvent those obstacles and
integrate their learning from collaborative inquiry to their teaching practices. In recognition of
the need for a more accessible environment such as having digital devices that could substitute
students’ BYOD or Wi-Fi access in the classroom, both Jay and Eugene exercised their agency
to lead structural and cultural changes in their schools. For instance, Eugene underlined his
experience with building classroom infrastructure through his gained information through the
community:
Low-experience teachers don’t know about how to build school infrastructure for using
technologies or whether to use SEN Wi-Fi unless someone tells you about it. Yuri and
Jay gave me a lot of such tips. I bothered an information manager at my school, and
fortunately, I got a new laptop, and my school is planning to supply student devices. I
think I was able to get a lot of such information. (Eugene, Focus group interview,
Translated from Korean)
As a novice teacher, Eugene did not have much information about what was available to him
until he received some information from Yuri and Jay. As indicated in the individual interview
with Eugene (see Section 4.2.3.2.2), his school was not equipped with technologies in their
classrooms, so he had a hard time integrating them into his classroom instruction. Instead of
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being discouraged, he actively sought ways to implement them by making requests to the
information manager at school. As a result, his school applied for funding from district offices,
and it was expecting to receive funding to purchase devices for students. The information gained
through the collaborative inquiry community became a source of his actions at the school.
Yuri’s comment on the importance of teachers’ agency in light of transforming their
ecologies is noteworthy:
Although we are just subject teachers, I can see the difference between those who
passively adapt to the given environment and those who have demanding attitudes with
knowledge. I try to encourage English teachers to become those who actively change
their environment to make their class instructions better [emphasis added]. (Yuri, Focus
group interview, Translated from Korean)
According to the participants, English teachers are not usually in charge of managing
technologies. In many cases, science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
teachers are in charge of it, so language teachers do not have sufficient information pertaining to
technology integration. Here, Yuri’s statement “we are just subject teachers” implies that they do
not have much authority or responsibility to shape school infrastructure; nevertheless, she
emphasized the proactiveness of language teachers, in order to “to make their class instructions
better.” Eugene’s and Yuri’s remarks demonstrate that teachers’ agency not only interacts with
their environment but also has the potential to transform their environment.
As well as implementing school-level transformation, Jay and Yuri, as an early-adopting
group of teachers who were already using educational technologies, served as policy advisors
and actively engaged in policy meetings in the regional or district offices. They utilized the
collaborative inquiry opportunities to exchange the relevant information to better deliver the
teachers’ voices, as demonstrated in Yuri’s account:
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As we exchanged information about the current projects or policies initiated by the
Ministry of Education or the district office, we discussed how we should apply them and
in what directions the policies should be applied to help teachers and schools better.
(Yuri, Focus group interview, Translated from Korean)
Although both Yuri and Jay stated during the individual interview that government regulations
hindered them from exerting agency, they exercised their power to shape educational policies
beneficial to teachers and schools.
While I found that participants shared how their environmental factors such as sociocultural or material resources at the meso and macro level operated as affordances and
constraints for their actions during the individual interviews, the focus group interview
demonstrated how the collaborative inquiry community provided a space for exercising their
LTA to transform their surroundings.
5.5

Beyond the Collaborative Inquiry Group: Empowering Language Teacher

Community
The collaborative inquiry community aimed to serve not only the members’ professional
learning but also the wider Korean EFL teacher community’s professional growth. As a part of
their participation in the PD program, the members of the collaborative inquiry community were
requested to disseminate their collaborative action research outcome by hosting an open class,
writing an action research article, and presenting at the workshop (see Section 3.3.1). Therefore,
Jay, Yuri, and Eugene aimed at sharing their research outcomes with other in-service English
teachers beyond their own community from the beginning of their inquiry process. In their action
research paper (Document 2), Yuri stated the goals for their research and dissemination as
follows:
Here, I wanted to study the ever-changing technology environment together with more
English teachers, share this knowledge and experience, communicate, and add ideas. At
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the same time, however, we tried to be wary of appreciating brand-new technologies
without educational philosophies. This is because we pursued utilizing technologies as a
tool to reduce the constraints of time and space while conserving the fundamental values
of education. So, we tried new technologies, sorted out their effectiveness and limitations,
and examined how to use them in the classes. (Yuri, Document 2, Translated from
Korean)
The objectives indicate that their focus is to share their teaching practices, analysis, and
reflections rather than introducing brand-new technologies. Jay added that the ultimate aims of
action research were to “provide guidelines for teachers” (Jay, Focus group interview) who were
willing to adapt technologies but had difficulty due to challenges such as low digital literacy,
lack of information, lack of school resources, or rigid government regulations. The listed
challenges were what Yuri, Eugene, and Jay had undergone when they attempted to implement
digital technologies, as described in Chapter 4, and they demonstrated their willingness to
support other teachers through action research and presentation.
As an outcome, the action research paper (Document 2) and the workshop material
(Document 3) included: (1) the members’ purpose of using technologies, (2) literature review,
(3) basic information of necessary equipment for the initial setup, (4) information about
government policies pertaining to technology use at schools, and (5) the list of digital
technologies they used along with teaching examples, useful tips, students’ feedback, and
effectiveness and limitations, and (6) personal reflections. Specifically, basic information
described the necessary school facilities such as Wireless Access Point (AP), how to connect
mobile devices to the projector, and available cloud services for teachers. In addition, as teachers
mostly struggle with rigid government regulations, the paper provided up-to-date information of
available digital platforms in a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) format. For instance, one of
the most frequently asked questions was whether teachers were able to use a private cloud
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service at schools, which had been prohibited due to security concerns. The paper explains the
guideline has been updated, and the cloud service is available now, so that other teachers can use
this reference for their own use of technologies.
The action research outcome illustrates the participants’ recognition of the importance of
having information as it opens up the possibilities for deliberate choices. It is also seen that the
members’ strong professional responsibility for disseminating knowledge is derived from
recognition of their privileged position. For instance, Yuri stated:
Because my school is a special case with many advantages, I have a sense of
responsibility to do well in what I have been given. Therefore, I tried to contribute by
sharing my teaching examples which shows what kinds of teaching is possible when the
environment is supported. (Yuri, Focus group interview, Translated from Korean)
In this statement, Yuri seemed to recognize her privilege regarding access to technology. She
was mindful that the discourse advocating for technology use could sometimes be about the
teachers from a more privileged background when it might not always be warranted or required
for a particular teaching activity. Such acknowledgement led her to “have a sense of
responsibility” and share her teaching examples, so that teachers could refer to them. Jay also
described how he shifted his perspectives in supporting other teachers:
It’s not easy to take a look at the other schools’ contexts, but as I visited our members’
schools, I got to understand how settings for technologies could be different. I have a
better understanding of what kinds of lessons are possible in different environmental
conditions. When I instructed other teachers at teacher training sessions, I sometimes had
a question about why teachers did not apply what they learned. As I observe that it is hard
to apply what they know when settings are different, I thought I should pay more careful
attention and explain things in detail. (Jay, Focus group interview, Translated from
Korean)
Through collaborative inquiry, he was exposed to various school contexts and developed his
understanding that teachers’ action could be promoted or hindered by their surroundings. His
comment that “it is hard to apply what they know when settings are different” exemplifies that
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his cognizance of the dynamic and emergent dimension of teachers’ actions shifted his
perceptions and practices as a teacher trainer. This connotes that the ecological approach to LTA
can be a useful framework to take into account when it is incorporated into designing and
promoting teacher PD.
To sum up, Jay, Yuri, and Eugene did not stop at being involved in their own inquiry
process but demonstrated their agency to empower the language teacher community beyond their
group. Their strong professional responsibility and awareness of privileges regarding their access
to physical resources or professional network facilitated them in exercising their agency not only
for their own practices but also for supporting other teachers who were struggling with
technology implementation. This implies that LTA collectively forged has the potential for
empowering other teachers.
5.6

Summary
In Chapter 5, I illustrated the major findings pertaining to the ways in which the

participants’ collaborative inquiry was intertwined with individual and collective LTA.
Addressing research question 3, the findings demonstrated that Korean EFL teachers coexercised agency in the process of collegial construction of beliefs and co-creation of action
plans. From ecological perspectives, the collaborative inquiry community served as affordances
for Korean EFL teachers to act upon their collaborative reflection on their practices, critical
analysis of technologies, and exchange of information, which ultimately led to acting as change
agents within and beyond their schools. Therefore, the case of collaborative inquiry community
exemplifies that language teachers exercise their LTA not only in response to their given
environmental factors but also in transforming their ecological conditions to pursue their
pedagogical goals and educational beliefs.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusion
6.1

Introduction
“The quality of an education system cannot exceed the quality of its teachers” (Barber &

Mourshed, 2007, p. 16). This is a statement made by a South Korean policymaker and has
become popular discourse, highlighting teachers as key players in a successful execution of
public education. Similarly, in a context where the Korean government has driven innovation
through digital education, previous literature emphasized that “teachers are the key to technology
adoption” (Joo et al., 2015, p. 114). However, claiming teachers’ sole responsibility for
successful enactment of educational policies in integrating technologies into K–12 education has
positioned teachers in the “discourse of deficiency” (Perrotta, 2013, p. 314), which put blame on
individual teachers for lacking appropriate competencies and mindsets although teachers’
integration of technologies is mediated through various factors. In this regard, to move beyond
the “discourse of deficiency,” understanding under what conditions, in what ways, and to what
ends teachers exercise LTA within language classrooms becomes crucial. Therefore, this study
has investigated in what ways three Korean in-service EFL teachers exercise their LTA in the
use of digital technologies. Furthermore, the study has sought to explore the role of the
collaborative inquiry community as a way of teacher PD, which can empower language teachers
to exercise their agency. The following research questions guided this study:
1. What ecological factors within their past experiences, present circumstances, and future
aspirations interact with Korean EFL teachers’ agency in their use of digital technologies?
2. How do teachers use digital technologies, and how do the ecological factors of Korean
EFL teachers influence their classroom practices?
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3. How do Korean EFL teachers shape and exercise their agency through collaborative
inquiry?
In this chapter, I synthesize the findings through a cross-case analysis and discuss implications
for teacher PD and policy enactment regarding technology integration into EFL classrooms.
6.2

Fostering LTA
This research investigated the three cases of Korean in-service EFL teachers nested in the

collaborative inquiry community, focusing on how their LTA has been facilitated or inhibited in
interaction with their multilayered ecological conditions, and how LTA influenced their
classroom practices, addressing the research questions. The findings suggest that the interplay of
macro-, meso-, and micro-level factors played a significant role in constituting the participants’
LTA.
6.2.1

Macro-Level Policy and Structure
As mentioned in Chapter 1, digitizing K–12 education was embarked on by the KMOE

(2018) with an aim to cultivate 21st-century skills and innovate learning environments.
Therefore, the macro-level policy created a set of expectations about how educators enact them,
foregrounding the discourse that puts demand on teachers’ adoption of technology. However, all
the participants identified the existing government regulations and structures being at odds with
the digital education initiative. Both Jay and Yuri indicated that the national guidelines for
information security, which did not allow private cloud platforms or certain online applications
in schools, reduced the efficiency and effectiveness of technologies and caused practical
challenges. Furthermore, although some of the regulations were lifted, they were not
communicated sufficiently. In addition, as Eugene pointed out, the test-oriented educational
system diminished the pedagogical possibilities of digital technologies. Such mixed messages
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within and between policies exacerbated the challenging experiences of the participants in
enacting the policies in the classroom environment (Priestley et al., 2016), which seems to
restrict their LTA.
In addition, Eugene and Jay pointed out that, contrary to the government initiatives,
schoolteachers were not provided with the necessary resources. Jay remarked on the discrepancy
between the policy objectives and the actual support, saying that “[the government] is saying you
should use technologies in the classroom, but how can we when we don’t have devices?” In
contrast, Yuri, whose school was well-funded by the government-led projects, could integrate
technologies with sufficient material and social support. This illustrates that if macro-level
policies are not mediated through school-level resources, teacher agency is exercised only to a
limited degree. In the next section, I will elaborate on how meso-level resources mediate microlevel classroom practices.
6.2.2

Meso-Level Mediation and Micro-Level Classroom Practices
Through a cross-case analysis of three individual cases, this study found that the

affordances and constraints at the meso-level effectuate teachers’ classroom practices, when
responding to research question 2. All participants worked in public junior high schools located
in the same city. Both Eugene’s and Jay’s schools were typical public schools where there was
no Wi-Fi access and no devices for students, so they relied on BYOD strategies. In contrast,
Yuri’s school was well equipped with plentiful resources such as one-on-one student devices and
Wi-Fi connections in the classrooms. Table 6.1 provides a summary of a cross-case analysis of
meso-level description and classroom practices.
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Case

Meso-level description

Eugene • School neither allowed the
possession of student devices nor had
digital devices for students’ use.
• School colleagues were less
interested in using technologies.

Classroom practices
• BYOD strategies were used.
• Technology use in the classroom: Teaching
pronunciation using AI transcriber, self-paced
learning through games and instructional videos, and
in-class communication.

Jay

• School neither allowed the
possession of student devices nor had
digital devices for students’ use.
• School colleagues were less
interested in using technologies.

• BYOD strategies were used.
• Technology use in the classroom: Teaching
pronunciation using AI transcriber, self-paced
learning through games and instructional videos, in or
outside class communication, and process-oriented
assessment through LMS.

Yuri

•School had a sufficient number of
student devices, and a tech-center
manager maintained the devices.
•School colleagues were proficient
in using technologies and shared
their experiences.

• One-on-one devices were provided for classroom
use at school.
• Technology use in the classroom: Personalized
learning through online portfolios and automated
grading, process-oriented assessment through LMS,
classroom management system, and in-class
communication.

Table 6.1 A cross-case analysis of meso-level description and classroom practices
Eugene, Jay, and Yuri’s commonalities and differences in their teaching practices
exemplify that although teachers are situated within the same national curriculum and policies,
their meso-level environment mediates their classroom practices. For instance, Yuri integrated
technologies more seamlessly and routinely into her teaching; her teaching practices were
inseparable from the use of technologies as she collected and distributed students’ learning
outcomes, conducted the process-oriented assessment, and personalized their learning
experiences through online platforms. In contrast, Jay and Eugene expressed difficulties with
setting up the technologies. They needed to take extra measures to ensure that students’ own
devices operated properly. Due to such struggles, they used technologies for specific tasks. In
addition, because of instability and differences among students’ devices, Jay and Eugene
expressed their concerns about incorporating technologies in assessment, whereas Yuri felt less
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restricted. Another illustration of the influence of school environments on teaching practices
came in participants’ responses to one of the interview questions about whether they encouraged
learners to reflect on their use of technologies critically; only Yuri answered “yes.” As Yuri’s
students recognized technologies “as a part of their learning routines” (Yuri, Individual
interview) since they used technologies with many subject teachers as well as Yuri, they were
able to critically reflect on the used digital tools. Jay, in contrast, said “the setting is not set up
yet” (Jay, Individual interview) to engage students with critical reflection. Furthermore, Yuri
herself said that her teaching practices did not involve technologies in her previous school, which
was similar to Jay’s and Eugene’s, demonstrating that school environments brought significant
changes to her state of LTA in technology adoption. This reaffirms previous studies (Inan &
Lowther, 2010; Ko & Shin, 2020; Perrotta, 2013) which revealed that school support and
resources significantly affect teachers’ practices and perceptions regarding the integration of
technologies. Overall, the differences in their school environments did affect the teaching
practices of the participants, affording or constraining the exercise of LTA.
The present results are significant in two respects. First, school environments operate as
enablers or risk factors to exercise LTA, depending on the extent to which the school could
provide necessary support and resources. For Yuri, the social, cultural, and material resources at
school offered opportunities to exercise her LTA, whereas for Jay and Eugene, school
environments were considered constraints to their teaching. LTA is promoted when they are able
to choose between possible options in given situations and make a judgment on which option is
the most appropriate (Priestley et al., 2015); however, the possible options were limited in Jay’s
and Eugene’s school environments. This implies that for the enactment of successful digital
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initiatives, equal distribution of resources to unit schools and reducing the digital divide among
schools are crucial to providing students with equitable learning experiences.
Second, meso-level constraints do not always inhibit teachers’ actions. When teachers
like Jay and Eugene perceive insufficient school resources as constraints, what makes them
sustain their practices with technologies is their LTA. For instance, Eugene often mentioned that
using technologies in the face of challenges entailed “risk-taking” (Eugene, Individual interview)
or “technostress” (Brod, 1984). Nevertheless, “risk-taking” can be an indicator of LTA,
considering that teachers taking risks in the school symbolize they take action intended to
transform despite the fear of a potential loss in the outcome (King & Nomikou, 2018). Therefore,
when macro- or meso-level challenges are overcome by teachers, it could enhance a sense of
agency and empower teachers as change agents. In this sense, I would like to highlight Yuri’s
comments on the importance of teacher agency in transforming ecologies in schools:
I can see the difference between those who passively adapt to the given environment and
those who have demanding attitudes with knowledge. I try to encourage English teachers
to become those who actively change their environment to make their class instructions
better. (Yuri, Focus group interview, Translated from Korean)
6.2.3

Macro-Level Policies and Micro-Level Enactment
Another consideration is the alignment of macro-level policies and micro-level

enactment. This study found that the participants used technologies for various pedagogical
purposes, such as self-paced and personalized learning, supporting marginalized students, or
cultivating students’ talents. Notably, such individual pedagogical orientations coincided with
the governments’ objectives. The Korean Ministry of Education (2019) presented three goals for
learner-centered digital education projects: (1) “education for fostering creative competency for
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the future,” (2) “individualized learning support to develop dreams and talents,” and (3)
“provision of equal educational opportunities” (p. 46). The participants’ micro-level classroom
practices were reflective of these goals, particularly in regard to emphasis on providing
individualizing or personalizing learning experiences and thus ensuring equal educational
opportunities. There are several possible explanations for this result: teachers may be influenced
by policy language or demands (Garcia et al, 2020; Priestley et al., 2015), or they demonstrated
the agential response to the digital education policy discourses by reflecting them for
independent professional orientations. These are unanswered questions because the participants
did not explicitly indicate the awareness of the policies, but the policy concepts and teacher
practices might indeed actively interact with each other on many levels.
6.2.4

LTA and Student Agency
At the micro level, across the individual cases, the findings indicate that the participants

demonstrated a strong sense of professional responsibility toward students’ learning experience,
which led them to constant teacher PD and motivated to become more agentic at the micro,
meso, and macro levels, echoing Priestley et al. (2016). The participants reported enhancing
students’ learning was a major consideration for implementing technologies. More significantly,
the participants’ LTA was promoted and developed through interaction with student agency. In
all the participants’ classroom practices, it was illustrated that student-centered learning with
digital technologies led to agentic learning of students, implying that the exercise of teacher
agency leverages student agency in many aspects (Campbell, 2012; Liu & Chao, 2018). The
other way around, observing students becoming more agentic learners strengthened the
participants’ LTA. These findings are in line with previous findings that teacher-student
relationships are critical to cultivating learner and teacher agency (Larsen-Freeman, 2019). In
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addition, it is important to note that providing students with opportunities to enhance and enact
their agency would help them use technologies constructively (Liu & Chao, 2018), as
exemplified in Yuri’s case.
6.2.5

Collaboratively Constructed LTA
In the collaborative inquiry community, the participants revisited their beliefs about

technology and established a common ground about the role of digital technologies in language
education. For instance, all of them emphasized “technology is only a tool,” and their teaching
objectives should come first when designing lessons with technologies. They also aimed to move
beyond the discourses about educational technology that emphasize the novelty effect. Their
shared beliefs foregrounded their agency and brought actual changes to teaching practices
through collaborative reflection and critical analysis of technologies during their action research
process. These findings concur with Cochran-Smith & Lytle (2009)’s argument that “engaging in
systematic and intentional inquiry into practice entails collaboratively reconsidering what is
taken for granted” (p. 142). According to Yuri, the collaborative inquiry community transformed
her pedagogy in that it gave the members chances to critically reflect upon their practices of
technology integration. She emphasized, “I know more about technologies and understand their
characteristics well, I became able to use them selectively and reflectively and consider what is
more appropriate” (Yuri, Focus group interview). Her comments are aligned with Biesta’s (2007)
argument that teacher agency involves inquiry and research opportunities to make judgments on
“what is more appropriate for [students] under these circumstances” (p. 16). In addition, previous
teacher agency literature underlined that reflection could “strengthen conditions for achieving
teacher agency” (Leijen et al., 2020, p. 295).
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Lastly, the community offered a space for information exchange and collaborative actions
and empowered teachers to positively influence their meso- and macro-level ecologies. For
instance, Yuri and Eugene attended the policy meetings and delivered teacher voices gathered
through the collaborative inquiry community, and Eugene tried to apply for funding from the
district office so that his school could supply devices for students. They not only responded to
ecologies but also exercised their agency to shape them and make changes. Collaboration among
teachers was the key.
In addition, it is noteworthy how Eugene, a novice teacher with two years of experience,
developed and exercised his LTA with the help of more experienced collaborative inquiry
members. These findings reaffirm Anderson (2010), whose study found that novice teachers
enact agency and promote changes through supportive social networks.
As Son (2018) suggested, the findings show the necessary supports for language
teachers’ meaningful technology integration: opportunities for collaboration, social support for
teachers, and teachers’ self-directed learning that adheres to learning goals. Finally, the
collaborative inquiry process illustrates that LTA can be collaboratively achieved and exercised,
as it “[emerges] in the actions of people working together toward a common end, which might
involve different people doing different tasks, but which all contribute to the same goal” (Feryok,
2019, p. 260). By taking advantage of collaborative inquiry, individual LTA can be transformed
into a converged agency that is shared among the members, which in turn leads to a
transformation of teaching practices.
6.2.6

Summary
In this study, I have presented findings and discussion on how the participants achieved a

high degree of LTA. It has been argued that teachers who have the technological skills and
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knowledge can integrate technologies into their language classrooms better; however, this study
found that this is not a simply a matter of individual capacity but of dynamic interplay with their
surroundings and experiences. One of the most significant findings is that the participants
exercised their LTA “by means of an environment,” not simply in an environment (Biesta &
Tedder, 2007, p. 137). Within the participants’ ecologies, there were many constraining factors.
However, to pursue and fulfill their pedagogical orientation, the participants actively enacted
their LTA by means of improving their environments, such as increasing school resources,
making a transition to a new school with a better supporting environment, or joining a
professional community.
Furthermore, the study found what teachers could do when the participants achieved a high
degree of LTA. The study supports previous findings that showed that agentic teachers
strengthen students’ growth (Lipponen & Kumpulainen, 2011), make the overall operations of
the education system more intelligent (Priestley et al., 2016), and are transformational (Long et
al., 2017).
6.3
6.3.1

Implications
Implications for Teacher PD
The findings of this study highlight the important considerations for teacher PD in regard

to digitalizing K–12 education. The key implication stems from re-envisioning teacher PD to
better support the adoption of technology by language teachers. Previous teacher education and
PD programs have largely focused on enhancing language teachers’ technological competence
through training or courses that instruct specific types of technologies in specific ways (Son,
2018; Torsani, 2016). However, those skills were not always transferrable to their practices due
to contextual challenges (Chao, 2015; Egbert et al., 2011). Similarly, Yuri pointed out that many
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teacher-training programs in Korea focus on “flashy-looking” applications, lacking pedagogical
models or teachers’ critical examination of technologies. Suffice it to say, when newer digital
technologies emerge fast and furious, what is more significant is teachers’ agentic choices among
a variety of technological tools and reflective uses of them in consideration of their own
pedagogical purposes and surrounding ecologies. As illustrated in Chapter 5, the participants
found that their collaborative inquiry community was conducive to critically reflecting their
teaching practices with technologies and suggested more PD programs could involve these
components. Therefore, the findings from this study underline the importance of the
opportunities for language teachers to exercise agency in choosing a topic of interest, sharing
their beliefs and practices, and critically reflecting their use of technologies in collaboration. This
also corroborates the suggestions by Son (2018) for developing teachers’ professional
competence for technology enhanced language teaching, which emphasized exploration,
communication, collaboration, and reflection. In addition, it is important to recognize that
language teachers’ contexts can vary, and PD programs should prepare language teachers to deal
with complex situations (Egbert et al., 2011; Fransson et al., 2019).
It is also worth noting that the participants’ collaborative inquiry community was nested
in a larger PD program. By being exposed to diverse pedagogical interests such as project-based
learning or differentiated instruction, the participants could deeply engage with pedagogical
affordances of digital technologies. This delineates that teachers’ competent use of technologies
cannot be achieved separately from pedagogical considerations. To conclude, to promote
successful teacher PD in technology integration, future teacher education programs can also
consider language teachers as agentic professionals who can make deliberate choices based on
their own understanding of teaching contexts and pedagogical needs. They should support the
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process of teachers’ becoming agentive by recognizing the importance of LTA (Lipponen &
Kumpulainen, 2010).
6.3.2

Implications for Digital Education Policy Enactment
This study identified several points that need to be considered in digital education policy

enactment. First, as mentioned in Section 6.2.1, when the government policies had ambivalent
guidelines for using technologies at schools, they operated as obstacles to enactment. Second,
when educational policy directions were aligned with individual teachers’ pedagogical
orientations, the teachers achieved a stronger sense of agency. Third, although the digital
initiative is underway, there has been a considerable gap between early-funded schools and latefunded schools, which created a gap among students’ learning experiences. These findings imply
that when policymakers develop a new set of government initiatives, they should communicate
in ways consistent with the existing government policies, empower teachers as reflexive
professionals, and provide equitable support for individual schools, teachers, and students. To do
this, instead of prescribing what should be done, it is essential to involve teachers’ active
participation in the policymaking process and have flexibility for teachers’ agentic enactment.
6.4

Directions for Future Research
After I collected initial data in December 2019, the global K–12 education has

encountered the unprecedented challenges caused by COVID-19. Korean schools also made
transitions to online and blended teaching. This brought massive changes that influenced all
dimensions of Korean EFL teachers’ ecologies. Although I attempted to keep track of the
participants’ trajectories during the COVID-19 pandemic, I could not elaborate them in this
thesis due to the scope of this study. Further research can examine how LTA develops and plays
a part during difficult times.
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Another future possibility is examining student perspectives on technology-infused
language education and its influence on student agency. It can be further examined how student
agency develops mutually with LTA around pedagogical uses of technology at the micro level.
To do so, future studies can consider including classroom observations or data obtained from
students. In addition, to capture the complexity of the ecologies, future research also may
consider including the perspectives of diverse stakeholders such as administrators, teacher
educators, or parents.
6.5

Concluding Remarks
In the current ever-changing educational landscape, it is crucial to consider the ecologies

of teacher agency and PD when incorporating publicly funded digital technologies into teaching.
This multiple case study indicates that LTA is neither developed in a linear fashion nor linked to
a specific context or setting. Each teacher is presented with a wide range of possibilities from
which to create a complex structure of interwoven ecological relations and components that form
pedagogical actions.
By illuminating why LTA is an indispensable element of teachers’ adaptations to rapidly
changing educational contexts in the digital era, this study adds insights into recognizing and
“reclaiming” the role of language teachers for second and foreign language learning in the digital
era (Kimber et al., 2002, p. 155). Lastly, this research illustrates how language teachers exercise
their agency through collaborative inquiry to explore appropriate pedagogical choices. This
understanding can invite K–12 language teachers, teacher PD program coordinators, or
policymakers to incorporate teachers’ voices and experience into digital education policies.
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Appendix B Interview Questions
Individual Interviews: About Personal Experiences/Beliefs/Perceptions in Their Own Contexts
I. Background
1. How long have you taught? How long have you taught in your current school?
2. What grade(s) do you teach?
3. How many classes do you teach per week?
4. Can you tell me briefly about your school?

II. About Personal Beliefs, Practices, and Future Envisioning
1. Goals/Perceptions/Beliefs
a. In your opinion/view, what is the purpose of language (English) education?
b. In your opinion/view, what is the purpose of using technology in language education?
c. How did you first become interested in using technologies for language education?
Why did you decide to use technology for your classroom?
d. For what purposes or reasons do you use technology in your classroom?
e. Do you think your pedagogical goals and the use of technology are compatible? In
what ways?
f. Which area or areas of language teaching do you want/have you wanted to improve by
using digital technologies?
2. Practices
a. In your view, how has the use of technology influenced students’ learning?
b. What kinds of digital tools/technologies have you used in your language classroom?
Which technologies do you use most often, and why? (e.g., media production tool,
telecommunication, mobile game, quiz, LMS, etc.) Which one or ones have been the
most effective in your context, and why do you think so?
c. How do you take advantage of the benefits of using technology?
d. What has discouraged you from using technology? (What have been the obstacles?)
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e. How would you want to use digital technologies in your classrooms if you didn’t have
environmental constraints?
f. What has been the most influential factor in your practice of using digital technologies
(e.g., colleagues, your own motivation or interest, collaborative inquiry, etc.)?
g. How do you encourage learners to critically reflect on their use of technologies?
h. How comfortable are you with using digital technologies in your teaching? (anxiety,
pressure, confidence, etc.)
3. Future Envisioning
a. In 1 or 2 years, how do you think digital technologies will shape your language
classrooms or overall English education?
b. In the long-term (in your long-term career), how do you want to use digital
technologies in your language classroom, and how do you think they will change your
teaching of language?
c. Overall, what kinds of changes will happen in the future in terms of digitalization of
language classrooms? What kinds of changes would you like to make or see?
III. About Sociocultural or Environmental Contexts
1. School
a. Can you describe the school environment in terms of digital technologies? What kinds
of digital devices are available in your school? Are they always available when you need
them? If not, how do you manage to use them for your class?
b. Does your school curriculum or policy encourage you to use digital technologies in the
classroom? (e.g., assessment, students’ possessions of digital devices, etc.) If yes, how? If
not, how do you intent to change?
c. Does your school culture or leadership encourage you to use digital technologies in the
classroom? If yes, how? If not, how do you intend to change? How do teachers and
students perceive technologies in general?
d. Do your colleagues use digital technologies in their classroom? If yes, how does it
affect your use of technology? If not, are your colleagues supportive of your use of digital
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technologies? Why do you think they do not? (Is it due to available resources? Or their
indifference? Or other reasons?) What do you think that they need?
2. National Curriculum or Policy
a. How do you take action or make changes responding to the government-led initiatives
in digitalization of schools or distribution of English digital textbooks?
b. Do you think the 2015 revised national curriculum is compatible the use of digital
technology in the classroom? If yes, how do you take actions? If not, how do you want to
make changes?

Final Comments
Are there any other topics or comments you would like to add or talk about?
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Group Interview: About Shared Experiences in a Collaborative Inquiry Community
I. About Collaborative Inquiry
1. Why did you join this PD program?
a. What were your expectations? How did you hope to collaborate with others?
b. What were your personal motivations?
2. Why did you choose the topic ‘Technology in EFL classrooms’? (There are other available
options in the PD programs.)
3. How did you set your collective goals for this PD program at the beginning of the program?
4. In collaborative inquiry community meetings, what have you mainly discussed? (e.g.,
technological tools that they can use, teaching plans, reflections on their teaching practices) Did
you propose to discuss those issues? Why or why not? (request relevant meeting minutes if they
have)
5. Among the activities or discussions you have done while participating in this collaborative
inquiry community, how did you adjust or negotiate your interests to meet other people’s needs
as well? What have been the benefits of working collaboratively? What have been the obstacles
of working collaboratively?
6. Have your teaching practices related specifically to the use of technology changed as a result
of your participation in the collaborative inquiry community? If yes, in what ways? If not, why?
7. Looking back on your personal goals/reasons for participating in the collaborative inquiry
community, what were you able to accomplish? Is there anything that you were unable to
accomplish? Why or why not?
8. When the collaborative inquiry community is officially completed in February 2020, do you
think you will continue to use technology in your classroom? Why/ why not?
II. About Sociocultural or Environmental Contexts
1. In each of your schools, what kinds of resources (hardware, software, etc.) are available?
a. Each of you may have different affordances and constraints in your school contexts.
How do you collaboratively take actions to overcome or deal with such differences?
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2. In each of your schools, in what ways is your teaching practice compatible or incompatible
with your school culture, policy or curriculum? How do you take advantage of compatibility?
How do you react to incompatibility? Did you have a chance to discuss this in your community?
3. Do you think your collaborative inquiry is promoted or hindered by national curriculum or
policy? Do you think your use of digital technologies is promoted or hindered by national
curriculum or policy? As you have the shared national curriculum or policy about English
education, how do you collaboratively react to them?

Final Comments
Are there any other topics or comments you would like to add or talk about?
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Appendix C Original Transcriptions in Korean
P. 46: Yuri, Document 2
많은 학교에 디지털 디바이스 기기 보급 사업이 시작되면서 현장의 교사들에게도 디지털
리터러시 함양은 이제는 미룰 수 없는 과제가 되었다. 그러나 나 역시도 과거에는 수업에서
디지털 기기를 활용하는 선생님들을 보며, 테크놀로지 활용은 ‘그들’만의 리그라고 생각했었다.
영어교사로서 낯선 테크놀로지 용어들과 온라인 도구들에 대한 두려움을 가지고 있었고, 나의
수업 역시 파워포인트 슬라이드에 채워진 독해 지문을 해석하는 수준에 머물러있었다.

P. 47–48: Yuri, Individual interview
규연: 선생님이 테크놀로지를 사용하는 거에 관심을 갖게 된 계기는 무엇이었나요?
유리: [이 학교]에 와서 많이 바뀌었죠. [이 학교]에 와보니까 다른 과목 선생님들이 되게
일상적으로 테크놀로지를 활용하고 있었어요. 저는 그 전 학교에서 엄청 대규모 학생을 이렇게
일방적인 강의식 수업으로 가르칠 때는 그냥 피피티도 없고 분석 본문 분석 수업해주는 것이
제가 사용한 테크놀로지의 모든 것이었는데, 여기와 보니까 일방적인 강의식 테크놀로지가
아니고 상호작용하는 테크놀로지를 선생님들이 쓰고 있더라고요. 그걸 보다 보니까 ‘저렇게
하면 내 수업이 이렇게 바뀔 수 있겠네’라는 이제 조금 아이디어들을 많이 주변 선생님들을
보면서 얻었어요.
규연: 그러면 이 학교를 선택하게 된 동기 중에 딱 테크놀로지의 활용이 기회에 대한 동기는
없으셨던 거에요? 아니면 다른 동기가 있으셨나요?
유리: 왜냐하면 여기서 테크놀로지 쓰고 있다 라는 생각은 못했고 수업을 제가 하고 싶은 대로
할 수 있다는 얘기만 듣고 왔어요. 그래서 가면 ‘내가 그 자괴감과 죄책감을 느끼던 수업 말고
내가 진짜 좋은 수업이라고 생각하는 수업들을 하나씩 시도해볼 수 있겠다’ 이러고 왔는데
사람들이 테크놀로지를 쓰고 있었고 이걸 쓰는 걸 보니까 어 이걸 쓰면 내가 하고 싶던 수업을
정말 이룰 수 있겠네 내가 뭐 시간이나 공간적인 제약으로 인해서 못하고 있던 그런 수업이
가능해지겠네 이런 생각을 한 거죠.
규연: 그럼 선생님이 생각하시던 이상적인 수업이 어떤 모습이었어요?
유리: 그때는 그 수업이 딱 이런 모델이다 라는 건 없었어요. 그냥 어 일방적이지 않은 수업.
거기 목동에서는 얘가 아는지 모르는지도 모르고 그냥 저만 계속 쏟아냈으니까 그리고 이
학생이 얼마만큼 이해하고 있고 얼마만큼의 성장 단계에 지금 있는지를 계속 확인하고 서로
피드백을 주고받으면서 학생이나 교사나 그 정도 되게 막연했던 거 같아요.

P. 49–50: Yuri, Individual interview
일단 작은 성공 경험이 누적된 거 같아요. 애들한테 되게 작게 쪼개서 작은 피드백들로 계단 한
칸은 크게 나온 게 아니고 되게 작게 해서 백번 성공할 수 있게 하는 것도 한번 성공할 거를.
[…] 얘네들이 해보니까 “이렇게 하니까 되네요. 이것도 되네”. “어, 나 할 수 있는 사람이었네”
이러다 보니 나중에는 “선생님 제가 이것도 해볼까요?” 이렇게 오고, 원래 막 결정 장애
아무것도 못하고 저 원래 못 해요 엎드려 있고 막 그러던 애들이 그렇게 변화하는 것 보면 이게
진짜 필요한 거구나. 걔네가 그냥 [전 학교] 교실에서 잘하는 애 못하는 애 섞인 데서 그냥
강의식 수업 만들었으면 1 년 내내 엎드려서 그냥 끝났을 수도 있거든요.

P. 51: Yuri, Individual interview
좀 문화가 바뀌었어요. 어 애들이 애들 뭐랄까 질문을 더 많이 하고. 선생님하고 말하면서 이제
계속 그 한 번 시험 보고 끝이 아니고 계속 그걸로 다시 얘기를 하고 다시 점검을 하고 하니까
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허투루 공부하지 않는다랄까. 그다음에 제가 영상을 통해서 수업을 많이 했잖아요. 그러니까
애들이 원래 영상이 익숙한 세대이긴 한데 기말고사 끝나고 기말고사 해설 라이브 영상을
라이브 방송을 해달라는 거예요. 애들이 먼저 그걸 제안했다는 게 저는 되게 놀라웠어요.

P. 52: Yuri, Individual interview
설문을 꼭 해야 해요. 특히 큰 활동들이 끝나고 나면 활동 단위로 “이 활동을 할 때 이
테크놀로지 쓰니까 어땠어?” “뭐가 불편했어?” “ 다음번에 이런 거 하면 선생님이 어느 걸
썼으면 좋겠어?” 이런 것도 다 물어봐요. 그래서 애들이 약간 나중에는 이 작업할 때 일단은 이
플랫폼이 더 좋아요. 이렇게 저한테 오히려 얘기하기도 해요. 선생은 그거를 반영해서 최대한
반영하려고 하죠. […] 살짝 그런 점에서 애들 자체가 그런 판단력이 생기는 것 같아서 좋죠.

P. 53: Yuri, Individual interview
일단 저희는 언제든 원하는 만큼 활용할 수 있는 상황이죠. 학교에서 학생 수는 200 명인데,
기기 수가 더 많죠. 서피스 120 대, 아이패드 80 대 정도. 갤럭시 북이 생겼어요. 열대 정도.
아직 쓰고 있지 않은데. 공기계 스마트폰도 30 대 정도 있고 맥도 두 대 언제든 쓸 수 있고 그거
외에도 그냥 컴퓨터실로 열려 있는 데스크톱도 2 층 4 층 하면 40 대 50 대가량 있는 거죠.
그러니까 언제든 수업에서도 쓰고 싶은 만큼. 하다 못해 보조 장비 기기 액세서리 같은 것도 다
쓸 수 있잖아요. 펜, 이어폰, 마우스, VR/AR, 하다못해 플레이스테이션도 있고 위핏도 있고.
그러니까 얼마든지 활용하고 싶으면 정말 자유롭게 할 수 있고. 교사가 원할 때 미리 이제 공유
엑셀에 신청을 해서 그 당일 아침에 세팅이 되는 정말 훌륭한 구조잖아요. 테크센터 매니저
선생님이 계시기 때문에 가능한 일이죠. 이게 그냥 개인이 유지 보수를 하라고 했을 때에는
절대 이루어질 수 없는 시스템인데, 어쨌든 뭐랄까 최대한 수업에 집중할 수 있게 잘 갖추어져
있는 것 같아요.

P. 54: Yuri, Document 2
그러나 [***중]에서 수업에 활용할 수 있는 다양한 하드웨어와 소프트웨어, 웹 플랫폼들을
배우며 수업 자체를 바라보는 근본적인 관점이 바뀌었다. 오래도록 늘 마음 한편에 가지고 있던
내 수업에 대한 죄책감을 버릴 수 있도록 도와준 도구가 테크놀로지였다. 테크놀로지를
활용하여 개별화 교육, 학습자 참여 중심 수업, 과정 중심 평가, 수업 성찰, 수업 나눔 등을 할 수
있었다. 단순히 할 수 있는 정도가 아니라, 나의 수업과 영어교사로서의 삶 자체가 다시 태어난
수준이었다.

P. 55: Yuri, Individual interview
저는 요즘 정보부 입장에서, 법적인 제도의 좀 많이 한계를 많이 많이 느끼고 있어요. 예를 들면
교육부의 정보 보안 기본지침이라는 게 있어요. 기본적으로 이 네트워크나 클라우드를 했을 때
혹은 보안에 관련해서 반드시 지켜야 되는 법, 기본지침이 있어요. 그거는 이미 나라에서
고정되어 있는 법의 틀이고 그 안에서 약간 이제 교육용 목적으로 쓰는 거예요. 예를 들면
[클라우드] 시스템을 업무용으로 쓰잖아요. 그게 법적으로 안 돼요. 원래는 그니까 학생들이
학교에 있는 무선 와이파이로 쓰는 학생용 플랫폼 그러니까 예를 들면, 랜선이 연결되지 않은
학생망에서 쓰는 교육용 앱들만 가능하다 인데, 이렇게 교무실 책상에서 랜선이 꽂힌
업무망에서 모든 클라우드를 쓰면 안 돼요. 사실은 그게 법이에요. 학교 교무실 컴퓨터에서는
피드백을 하면 안 되는 상황이 되는 거죠. […] 이런 것들이 해결이 안 되니까 그런 점이 아쉽죠
그런 게 어렵죠.
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P. 56: Yuri, Individual interview
연수 다니면서 아주 기초적으로 보이는 그런 카훗, 막 이런 게임 위주의 화려해 보이는 그
앱들을 조금 써보는 수준으로 여전히 제가 임용될 때도 그 수준이었는데 지금도 그 수준에서
사람들이 되게 신기해하는 정도? 이 정도에서 여전히 많이 머물러 있고 뭐 많이 발전하는
부분도 있지만 그 뒤따라오는 좀 속도가 느린 그룹들이 너무 느린 것 같아요.

P. 60: Eugene, Document 2
그러나 유행이 빠른 학생들에게 이러한 어플리케이션들도 하나의 루틴과 학습 도구가
되어간다는 생각이 들었다. 또 게임에는 문제없이 참여하다 교과서 활동에는 어려움을 느끼는
학생들을 보며 체계적인 수업 설계의 필요성을 느꼈다. 연구를 통해 학생들이 단순히 기술의
신기성에 매료되는 것을 넘어 기술의 도움으로 영어를 즐겁고 체계적으로 배울 수 있는
학생중심수업을 설계하고 싶었다.

P. 66: Eugene, Individual interview
저는 영어 교육이 발전하려면 입시제도나 이런 게 변해야 된다고 생각해요. 왜냐하면
테크놀로지가 아무리 잘 구현돼도, 수능이라는 제도가 있고 1 등급을 받고 토익 토익 토플
만점을 받아야 좋은 대학 가고 이런 시스템이면 테크놀로지를 다 그렇게 활용할 것 같아요.
[…] 저는 영어는 아까 말씀드렸듯이 medium of culture, communication tool 로 교육돼야
된다고 생각하는데 이게 테크놀로지가 변화 물론 테크놀로지의 도움으로 이런 걸 가르칠 수
있지만 근본적인 영어 교육 제도가 바뀌지 않으면 조금 힘들지 않을까.

P. 73: Yuri, Individual interview
예를 들면 똑같은 영상이어도 정말 유튜브 영상 하나만 그냥 뭐 Pre reading 자료더라도 어떤
학생은 자막 깔고 보면서 안 깔고 보고, 한국말 자막 깔고 보면서 guessing 하고 맞추고. 뭐
거기서 들었던 단어 하나라도 가져오고.더 잘하는 학생은 어 아예 그냥 처음부터 보고 좀 더
어려운 질문만 제가 던져 놓으면 되니까 .이런 자료의 활용 측면에서도 개별화할 수 있는 게
훨씬 효율화되는 것 같아요.

P. 74: Eugene, Document 1
익명성이 보장되어 보다 자유롭게 답을 적는다는 장점도 있습니다. 잘 쓴 학생의 답 을
참고하고, 학생들이 주로 실수하는 표현들도 함께 살펴볼 수 있습니다.

P. 74–75: Yuri, Individual interview
동료 피드백을 보통 종이로 주면 되게 비효율적이잖아요. 그래서 똑같은 형식인데 이번에는
얘가 발표자가 되고 친구들이 이 학생이 나왔을 때 여기 다 동시에 와서 이 학생이 하는 걸
들으면서 피드백을 쓰게 했어요.이 학생도 끝나고 자리에 앉으면 바로 자신의 모든 피드백이
동료들이 준비되면 실시간으로 보이는 거죠 그리고 애들이 처음부터 끝까지 굉장히 친구들의
발표에 집중하게 되고 서로 정말 유의미한 피드백을 주고받게 되더라고요.

P. 75: Jay, Document 2
LMS 인 구글클래스룸은 과제 배부, 과정중심평가, 점수 입력, 피드백 제공, 학생 간 의사소통,
학생과 교사 간의 의사소통을 아주 편리하게 할 수 있게 해주는 강력한 학습도구이다.
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P. 76: Jay, Document 2
구글 도구를 활용하여 수업을 진행할 경우 강력한 협업 기능과 작업편리성이 확보되어 있어
학생들과 과정중심평가를 진행하는데 있어서 매우 편리하다. 종이를 활 용하여 과정중심평가를
진행한다면 학생들의 중간 산물을 수합하고, 피드백을 적고, 다시 배부하는 과정을 반복해야
하는데 이 과정이 상당한 부담이 될 수 있다. 하지만 구글 도구를 활용할 경우 학생들이
작업하는 도중에도 학생들의 파일에 들어가 바로 피드백을 제공할 수 있다. 이런 작업 내용은
다 저장되어 추후에도 확인할 수 있기 때문에 과정중심평가의 측면에 잘 부합한다고 생각된다.

P. 77: Yuri, Document 2
Classroom(교실) 아이패드 내장 기본 기능으로 학습자 모니터링, 안내, 화면 미러링 등의
기능을 손쉽게 할 수 있는 수업 관리를 위한 애플리케이션이다. 각 학생들의 활동 화면을 교실
모니터에 그대로 보여주는 ‘화면 미러링’ 기능도 가능하다. 이를 활용하면 개별 학습자들의 활동
상태를 다른 학생들과 공유 하며 피드백 해줄 수 있다. 또한 별도의 플랫폼이나 이메일 없이도
현장에서 즉시 학생들은 자신의 산출물을 교사의 디바이스로 전송할 수 있다.

P. 81: Eugene, Individual interview
1 년 동안 테크놀로지를 공부하다 보니까 약간 주객이 전도가 되는 경우가 있는 거 같아요.
굳이 테크놀로지를 안 써도 되는 수업인데, 아 이거 내가 해봐야 돼. 이거 써봐. 그러니까
테크놀로지를 위한 수업이 아니라 수업을 위한 테크놀로지어야 하는데, 처음 이걸 하게 되면
가끔 이렇게 바뀔 때가 있는 것 같아요.

P. 81: Yuri, Individual interview
근데 내 생각에는 테크놀로지는 단독으로 있을 수가 없다. […] 사실은 이게 정말 도구인데
이러한 고민이 있었는데. 결국은 하다 보니까 어 이걸 어떻게 쓸지 고민하다 보니까 근본적인
게 먼저 바뀌어야 된다는 거에 당연히 인식이 되고 그럼 내가 근본적으로 바꿔야 되는 부분들
중에 뭐부터 바꿔서 얘를 한번 써보지 하다 보니 저절로 수업 자체 전반적인 질이 올라가는
느낌이 있었던 것 같아요.

P. 81–82: Focus group interview
규연: 내가 처음에 이거 시작하셨을 때 테크 분과에서는 일 년 동안 이걸 해보자
그런 프로그램 초반에 선생님들이 정하셨던 공동의 목표가 있으셨나요?
유리: 그때 우리가 처음 만났을 때 무슨 얘기를 했냐면, 관례를 나눠서 테크놀로지를
우리가 업무나 선생님들이 편하게 사용하실 수 있는 방법도 찾아보고 그리고 또 수업 시간에
활용할 수 있는 카훗을 넘어서 그런 것들도 한번 찾아보자고 했고, 수업 목적에 잘 부합하는
그런 것도 수업 모형을 생각해보자 라고도 얘기했었어요.
규연: 세 분이 다른 선생님들의 뭔가 그런 interests 같은 거를 어떻게 negotiation 하셨는지,
아니면 다른 분의 interest 에 어떻게 적응하셨는지 그런 것도 궁금해요.
유진: 저는 우선 제가 생각했던 테크놀로지는 카훗, 클래스 카드 이런거였는데, 첫날부터 그걸
뛰어넘자는 걸 하자고 하셔 가지고 약간 당황했었어요 (웃으며 발화). 뭔가 우리 학교 상황에
이런 것들을 할 수 있을까 했는데, 저는 거기에 negotiate 한 것 같아요. 이 선생님들 하실 수
있는 건 제가 너무 폐가 되거나 뒤쳐지면 안되니까 뭔가 열심히 따라가려고 했던 것 같아요.

P. 83–84: Focus group interview
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규연: 그러면 선생님이 수업을 연구하면서 선생님들 teaching practice 에 변화가 일어난 게
있으신가요? 이 연수를 통해서?
유진: 저는 테크놀로지는 정말 동기부여 애들이 단어 수업하다가 지루해 하잖아요. 그러면
“ 카훗 하자 아니면 퀴즐렛 하자” 이렇게 해가지고 이렇게 잠깐 반짝반짝 쓰는 거였다면 이제는
정말 메인으로 활용할 수 있는 그런 유용한 기능들을 배운 것 같아요. 그래서 테크놀로지를
보여주기 위한 수업이 아니라 이 수업에 이 테크놀로지를 썼을 때 효과적이다 그런 수업을 하게
됐어요.
제이: 그 수업에 사용할 때 동기부여가 제일 컸기 때문에 그냥 약간 막연하게 동기부여 플러스
수업의 목표를 달성하면 되지 싶었는데 좀 더 수업의 목표를 어떻게 달성할 것인가에 대해서
체계적으로 테크놀로지를 요소요소에 잘 배치해야 되겠다는 생각을 하게 된 게 좀 배운 것
같아요
유리: 저는 오히려 테크놀로지를 덜 쓰게 되었어요. 작년하고 비교해보면. 작년에는 약간 이
플랫폼을 써야지라고 정해놓고 수업을 짜는 경우도 있었거든요. 그거를 쓰면 좋을 거 같아서.
올해는 테크분과 연구도 하는데 ER 이나 개별화나 프로젝트 이런 분과들의 연구들을 계속
동시에 들으면서 테크분과 연구를 하잖아요. 그러니까 아 이거보다 더 근본적인 걸 잘 짜 놓고
얘를 선택적으로 얹는 게 더 중요하구나 싶어서 큰 흐름을 더 짜는데 집중을 하고 수업이나
평가에 큰 흐름을 그다음에 거기에 부분 부분 테크놀로지를 어떻게 얹을까. 예전에는 큰 판
자체가 플랫폼이나 테크였고 거기 수업을 얹는 느낌이었는데 이번에는 오히려 굉장히 조각내서
부분에 심게 되는 것 같아요.

P. 84–85: Yuri, Focus group interview
일단 크게는 다른 회사의 플랫폼을 서로 주로 쓰고 있었기 때문에, 저는 기능들은
내가 주로 쓰지 않는 걸 어떻게 적용해서 쓰시는 좀 비교해보면서 배우고 싶었던 게 첫 번째
였고. 근데 분명히 두 회사가 경쟁 기업이니까 각각의 장단점이 분명 있을 거고 우리는 어쨌든
사용자니까 누구의 편을 드는 게 아니고 비교해 보고 좋으면 잘 섞어서 쓰거나 선택해서 그게
더 적절하면 그걸 쓰고 아닐 때는 이 회사 것을 쓰고 이런 식으로 할 수 있으니까.

P. 85: Yuri, Focus group interview
테크놀로지를 더 알게 되고 그 특성들을 잘 파악하게 되었으니까 큰판을 짜고 나서 뭐가
어디에 더 적절한지를 아니까 선택적으로 쓸 수 있었던 거고 그 전에는 그렇게까지 비판적으로
비교해가며 잘 몰랐기 때문에 좋은 거 같은 게 있으면 그것을 일단 쓰고 본 거 같은 느낌이
있어요 시간이 흐를수록 오히려 그래서 선택적으로 되고 좀 더 수업이 핵심이 되는 느낌이 많이
받았죠.

P. 86: Eugene, Focus group interview
그리고 이런 스마트 기기 구축하거나 학교마다 센 와이파이가 된다 이런 건 사실 누가 알려
주지 않으면 신규나 저경력 교사들은 모르잖아요. 그런 꿀팁들을 많이 알려주셔 가지고 제가 막
정보부장님을 귀찮게 하고 그랬었는데 다행히 새 노트북도 받고 기기 보급도 해주시려고 하고
이런 거 이런 정보들을 많이 얻을 수 있었던 것 같아요.

P. 87: Yuri, Focus group interview
우리가 교과 교사 이지만 이걸 알고서 요구하는 태도를 지닌 교과 교사와 수동적으로 그냥 주어진
환경에 그냥 순응하는 교과 교사의 모습은 분명히 다른 것 같아서 내 수업을 잘 하고 싶으면 이걸
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알고서 환경을 적극적으로 바꾸려는 태도를 가진 선생님들이 되도록 우리가 지식적인 거 알려
주든 아니면 약간 마인드를 바꿔주든 그런 쪽도 많이 신경을 썼던 것 같아요.

P. 88: Yuri, Focus group interview
이제 선생님도 그렇고 관련된 회의에 중간중간 가게 될 때가 있었는데, 그럴 때 서로 갖고 있는
지금 최신 정보들을 공유하면서 내가 알고 있기로는 이 사업이 지금 이렇게 진행되고 있는데
거기서 또 얻으신 정보나 의견을 서로 교환하면서 과연 우리는 어떻게 적용하는 게 맞고
우리한테 오는 이 정책들이 어떤 방향으로 돼야 더 교사나 학교에 좋은 방향인지 같이 고민하게
되었던 것 같아요 도움이 많이 됐어요.

P. 88-89: Yuri, Document 2
이제는 더 많은 영어선생님들과 시시각각 변해가는 테크놀로지 환경에 대한 공 부를 하고, 이
지식과 경험을 공유하고 소통하며 또 다른 아이디어들을 더하고 싶었다. 그러나 동시에 우리
분과의 연구가 교육적 철학이 없는 신기술의 향연이 되 지 않고자 늘 경계했다. 우리가 추구하는
근본적인 교육의 본질을 보존하면서도 시 간과 공간의 제약을 줄이는 도구로서 테크놀로지를
어떻게 활용해야하기 때문이다. 그래서 우리는 새로운 기술들을 사용해보고 효과성과 한계점을
정리한 뒤, 수업의 어떤 부분에서 어떤 효과를 위해 이 기술들을 활용해야 하는지를 상상하고자
했다. 본질을 해치지 않는 자연스러운 스며듦을 연구하고 싶었다.

P. 90: Yuri, Focus group interview
일단 뭐 저희 학교는 그런데에서 가장 자유로운 학교니까 대신 그만큼 제가 주어진 걸 잘 해야
되는 책임감을 가지고 있고 그랬을 때 할 수 있는 것들을 해서 내가 더 많이 기여할 수 있는
방향으로 노력해야지 하는 생각을 했던 거고 이 정도로 이제 많이 나누었던 것 같아요. 우리
학교가 가지고 있는 장점들이 저도 그런 게 전혀 없는 학교에 있어 봤으니까 어떻게 그 학교에
있게 되면 어떤 것들이 가능해지는 지에 대한 사례를 나눔을 좀 했던 것 같아요

P. 90: Jay, Focus group interview
학교 상황이 다 달라서 어떤 상황이 또 어떤 모습인지 궁금하기도 했는데 사실 가보기가 쉽지
않은 게 현실이기도 하고 [**중]도 몇 번 가보고 [**중]도 몇 번 가면서 이제 다른 학교 상황을
보면서 아 이런 수업 환경에서는 어떤 수업을 또 할 수 있을 지 보면서 이해할 수 있었던 점이
되게 큰 거 갖고 뭐 알려 주는 입장이 보통 되다 보니까 알려 줬을 때 왜 따라 하지 못할까에
대한 그런 의문이 있었는데 다른 사람들에게 직접 가서 보니까 따라 하고 그래도 완벽하게
이해를 해도 따라 할 수 없는 상황이 많은 게 아예 세팅이 달라 버리니까 그걸 100% 적응할 수
없는 부분이 많아서 좀 더 세심하게 생각을 해보고 알려드려야겠다는 생각을 하게 되었죠.
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